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Important inventions and breakthrough
scientific discoveries come about in a variety
of ways. Some occur serendipitously. Discoveries as disparate as penicillin, vulcanized rubber and Play-Doh came about primarily through fortuitous accidents.
Other discoveries and inventions are
made possible by the long hard work and
tenacity of dreamers and geniuses Thomas Edison, Albert Einstein , the
Wright Brothers and others not nearly so
renowned. Governmental agencies, such as
the National Science Foundation, do their
part to advance the boundaries of science.
Another great producer of scientific
research is the college campus. Many JMU
faculty members are involved in research
that could have broad-reaching positive
effects on society. Much of their work is supported by government or foundation grants
and by private funds raised by the university.
The cover story for this issue of Montpelier deals with the exciting work that audiology professor Brenda Ryals is doing on the
regeneration of hair cells that are essential

for hearing. Dr. Ryals' work focuses on birds
that, unlike humans, can regenerate hair
cells in their inner ears after the cells have
been damaged or destroyed. Someday, perhaps, the work now taking place here
will result in restored hearing for those
who are partially or totally deaf.
Here at JMU, research pervades
the undergraduate program, giving
students access to research projects
and facilities that would normally
be available to them only in a
graduate program.
Dozens of JMU faculty members
are involved in meaningful research.
To mention only a few: Dr. Judith
Wubah in the biology department is
examining gene regulation and gene
expression as they relate to development
and disease of the prostate gland. Her
work is supported by grants from both
the Jeffress Memorial Trust and the National
Institutes of Health.
Another biologist, Dr. Jonathan Monroe, is exploring the role certain enzymes
play in the response of plants to severe
stress. The results of his research could have
direct benefits to agriculture. A National
Science Foundation grant has enabled Dr.
Monroe to train a number of undergraduates on his project.
The heating and air-conditioning system in your home may work better someday and the environment may benefit
because of the work being done by Dr. Tony
Chen in the integrated science and technology department. Dr. Chen's research would
increase efficiency in heating and air-conditioning systems and make them more environmentally friendly.
Other !SAT faculty members and students are conducting research on the viability of alternative sources of energy. Working with both federal and state agencies,
!SAT is the home of the Virginia wind
energy study program. Students and the
faculty work with private citizens and
corporations throughout the state in collecting wind data that could be helpful in
locating potential wind energy sites. Other
faculty members and students are conducting research on alternative fuel vehicles. One
such study deals with the use of hydrogen

cells on tractor-trailer trucks to augment
fossil-fuel consumption. JMU's Institute
for Innovation in Health and Human Services is doing a variety of health-related
research including a project dealing with
tobacco and substance abuse. Dr. Steven
Evans of the psychology department heads
up one of those projects, a treatmentoutcome study aimed at reducing tobacco
use among children with attention-deficit
hyperactivity disorder.
In our troubled world, homeland security depends on the unhampered flow of
information. The highest priority must be
placed on the ability to maintain proper
electronic communications. JMU's Institute
on Infrastructure and Information Assurance is involved in a variety of studies aimed
to reduce risks to our nation's communications systems. Faculty members and students from many programs within the university participate in these research activities.
A striking measure of our facult y's
advances in research is the growth in their
scholarly research activities funded by corporate, foundation and government sponsors. In fiscal 2003, this funding reached
$20 million. This represents a 504 percent
increase since 1995. Truly, this is a testimony to the excellence of our faculty.
Even with this extraordinary growth,
JMU maintains the same overriding quality
that the institution has always had - an
emphasis on top-quality teaching and a stellar undergraduate education. JMU complements its solid undergraduate focus with a
few high-quality master's and doctoral programs in areas where there is a societal need
or where JMU has a particular strength.
Research is an important component
of the James Madison University of the
21st century. Here we integrate research
with teaching and service. We conduct
research for the good of the student body
and for society at large, not solely for the
benefit of the researcher.

Linwood H. Rose
President
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REFUGEE
REMEMBERS
Chong-Kun Yoon managed to stay one
step ahead of the invading communists
during the Korean War. Fifty years later,
the history professor warns of the renewed
North Korean menace.

COMMENCING
TAKEOFF
The class of 2003, including JMU's first Ph.D. graduates, gets a send-off from international peace negotia-

FURTHER PURSUITS
/-1 Today in JMU history: A new
department recounts highlights of A Madison Century.

tor and former U.S. Sen. George Mitchell.

SHOTS ACROSS
THE BOW

11

Hammer down , turn left: The
Dukes team up with NASCAR
driver Hermie Sadler.

Two-time Virginia Photographer of the Year Chris
Tyree ('92) returns from his embedded assignment in
Iraq aboard the USS Harry S. Truman and shares some
of his wartime images with Montpelier.
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18 An African dirge crosses the
Atlantic to bond the people
of two continents.

40 Haunting the 'Burg : Students
head to hangouts and watering holes off campus.

may hold hope for human hearing.
Cover photo bV Tyler Mallory

.JMU'S
FAMILY STOCK
From the earliest students at The Normal to Madison's
present-day student body, legacy families span the
history - and tell the history- of JMU.

M ontpelier tells the JMU st ory by
t elling t he stories of JMU people.

all together one,..
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GOOD READING
Although not a JMU alum myself, I see a lot
of these magazines in my job in higher education.
JMU's is one of the best. It's delightful to read,
very human and interesting and straightforward,
and very well put together.
Dermot Whittaker
Arlington, Mass.

DUKEDOM'S TIES OFF WALL STREET
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I love receiving Montpelier and catching up on
the "haps" at JMU. Your recent focus on alumni
made me realize something that I was otherwise
unappreciative of before this article. I have the privilege of working with a number of JMU alumni
whom I call friends and peers at what could be
argued as one of the best performing firms in the
capital markets, Friedman, Billings, Ramsey & Co.
Inc., an investment bank and institutional sales firm
located in Arlington, Va.
Despite the years between our tenures at JMU,
we maintain our common bond, which has always
been "Dukedom." Whether playing basketball
with the over-achieving investment banker, Brent
Hodges, every Sunday morning, nagging Annie
Worley Sabel for the chairman's ear, talking stocks
with Jason Ruggiero ('97), getting berated by our
NASDAQ trader, Sloan Deerin or analyzing insurance research with Michael Baum ('98 ) and Kenneth Billingsly, we always share that one thing that
allows us to step back, revisit the past and revel
in the memories that made )MU such an amazing
opportunity for us all.
When I was an undergraduate at JMU studying finance, the question among my classmates was
"how am I going to compete with the U.Va., Wharton, Ivy League types who dominate Wall Street?"
Well, FBR may not be on Wall Street, but its the
closest thing off it, raising over $5 billion in the
capital markets in what was one of the toughest
economies and markets our country has ever seen.
To have this many alumni (all of whom I've named
are in high profile positions within our firm ) at
FBR speaks volumes about the education we
received and the caliber of student JMU recruits
and the personalities it molds. I would define
them all as charismatic leaders.
John Barney Guacheta ('97)
V.P. Institutional Sales, Friedman, Billings,
Ramsey & Co. Inc., New York City

BIOTECHNOLOGY OVERSIGHT
I read with great interest your article on biotechnology, "Paradise or Purgatory" in the Winter 2003
Montpelier. As an integrated science and technology
professor and a member of the biotechnology faculty team, I am, of course, quite happy with an
exposition of our success. However, I must make an
important point about an oversight in your article.
Several of the faculty members featured in your
article - all on the basic and applied science side

of biotechnology (with the excep tion of economics professor Bill
Wood) - speak somewhat on the
ethical and moral dimen sion s of the industry.
There is no mention nor coverage of the formal
intellectual process of ethical and moral analysis
that universities, research labs, hospitals and government agencies mandate and utilize in order
to regulate biotechnology. This is an important
oversight in your article.
You do cite a genetic coun selor - Megan
McCoy- who makes comments about such practices as they relate to her specific area of biotechnology; thank you. However, biotechnology does
not take place in its own devised vacuum. There
are formal ethical paradigms, ethics boards and
even the courts, which have powerful controls in
the evolution of the industry. On the ISAT faculty,
there are a number of academics that specifically
focus on the formal ethical and moral analysis of
biotechnological procedures and activities. I teach
a course, !SAT 456, which specifically trains students
in such formal ethical, social, moral and philosophical analysis of human experimentation, informed
consent and the legal dimensions as they have an
impact on genetic engineering, cloning, and stem
cell research for human, animal and plant disease
therapies, and research data.
Your article, though inte resting, informative,
and supportive to our work, is incomplete without the other dimension that we teach in !SAT,
which is why we are referred to as an integrated
science, social science and technology program.
R.E. Burnett, Ph.D.
Associate professor, JMU Department of
Integrated Science and Technology

Board of Visitors 2003-2004
William S. Jasien ('85)
Joseph C. Farrell
Vice Rector
Rector
Stephen R. Leeolou ('78)
Helen R. Blackwell
Delores Z. Pretlow
Mark T. Bowles ('86)
Wharton B. Ri vers Jr. ('02P)
Frank L. Carzo ('OJ P, '97P)
Robert L. Testwuide lll ('88)
Pablo Cuevas {'62)
Linda Zecher
Joseph Damico ('76, '77M)
Timoth y A. Brooks
Charles H. Foster Jr.
Student Member
John "Chubby" Grover ('8 1)
Donna L. Harper ('77, '86Ed.S.)
Secretary
Meredith Strohm Gunter
President
Linwood H. Rose
Division Heads
Douglas T. Brown
Thomas Piazze Jr.
Provost and Vice President
Vice President Unwersity
Academic Affairs
Advancement [Interim)
Charles King
Senior Vice President
Administration and Finance

Mark Warner ('79, 'S IM, '85EdS.)
Senior Vice President
Student Affairs and University
Planning and Analysis

Deans
Ralph Alberico
Libraries/Educational
Technology
A. Jerry Benson
Integrated Science
and Technology
David F. Brakke
Science/ Mathematics
Linda Halpern
General Education

Alumni Association Board
of Directors Officers
James R. Katzman ('89)
President
Elaine Toth Hinsdale ('85)
President Elect
Jeffrey M. Smith ('90)
Immediate Past President
Justin Thompson
Executive Director

Phillip M. Wishon
Education
Robert Reid
Business
William Walker
Graduate/ Professional
Programs
Richard Whitman
Arts and Letters

Parents Council
Officers
Rick and Lane Witthoefft
{'97P, 'OIP, '03P) Chairs
Joe ('77) and
JoAnn {'78) Converse
('04P) Vice Cha irs
("P" denotes "parent" of
JM U student or alumnus.)

Montpelier
M ontpelier is an official publicati on of James Madison University and

is produced quarterly fo r aJumni , parents of JM U students, faculty and
staff members, and fri ends of the uni versity. The publication is
named fo r th e home of James and Dolley Madison. Montpelier is pro-

duced by the Division of University Advancement. Editorial and ad\·ertisin g offi ces are loca ted at 26 Medica l Art s West, MSC 5718, James
Mad ison Uni versity, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Staff ca n be reached al
(540) 568-3 19 1 or rno ntpeli er@jmu.edu.

BROAD-BASED COVERAGE
Although l have written to you before, I would
be remiss if I did not recognize your initiative to
make a successful effort in providing a broad-based
edition - particularly with minorities and women.
Each publication appears to be better than the last.
James 0. Wadley
JMU Affirmative Action Officer

welcomes letters

Montpeller
about
stories and issues raised in the magazine. Letters are
subject to editing, and not all letters can be pub lished, nor can they be returned. Letters must
include your name, address and daytime phone
number or e-mail address. So that we can properly
identify you to readers, please tell us your class year
or whether you are a parent, professor or student.
Anonymous letters will not be published. Send your
letters to "22807;' Montpelier, 26 Medical Arts West,
MSC 5718, )MU, Harrisonburg , VA 22807 or
montpelier@jmu.edu.

Editor
Pam Brock
Assistant Editor
Michelle Hite ('88)
Art Director
Ann Hess
Editorial/Graphic Assistants
Emersson Barillas ('03)
Celena Mack {'03)
Allison Mall {'04)
Tariq Rabie ('03)
Ashley Walkley ('03)

Editorial Board
Fred Hilton ('96M, '95P, '98P)
Wendy Jaccard {'97M)
Andy Perrine ('86)
Glenda Rooney ('93 P, '97P)
Justin Thompson
Pam Brock
Contributors
Offices of Alumni, Media,
Sports Media, University
Relations and Photography/
Diane Elliott ('00)

Montpelier Advisory Committee
Christopher Cosgriff ('99)
Mike F. Greehan ('78)
Chairman , Officer Down
C.0 .0. Cue Ball Media
Memorial Page International Inc.
Carol Weber Thomas ('62)
Recired Director, Customer
Peter Miller ('9SP, '99P)
Satisfaction/ Employee
Former Editor, Expeditions
Publicatons, Knight-Ridder Inc.
National Geographic Magazine
Wayne E, Partlow ('78)
Photo Editor, Washington

Dwayne Yancey ('79)
Special Content Coordinator

Bureau, The Associated Press

Roanoke Times & World News

James Madison University does not d iscriminate on the basis of race, color, national
origin, religion, gender, age, veteran status, political affil iation, sexual orientation or
d isability (in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act) with respect to
employment or admissions, or in connection with its programs or activities.

IN

A RAJN-S()Af(EJ) MAY IO SFND-OFF fu,mff U.S. Sen. Goo cg,
J. Mitchell (above left) told JMU's 2003 graduating class to "Never forget that in the presence of evil, silence makes you an accomplice."
Parents' and graduates' cheers rolled like thunder through Bridgeforth Stadium, as misty skies threatened the deluge that came later in
the day. Severe thunderstorms forced JMU to cancel the subsequent
outdoor college ceremonies, which were rescheduled for June 7.
JMU President Linwood H. Rose conferred a total of 3,057 degrees
- 2,832 bachelor's, 215 master's and 10 doctorates. The doctoral
degrees included the first three doctor of philosophy degrees awarded

in JMU's communication sciences and disorders/audiology program
to Amber Gardner ('99), Rhonda Snorrason and Ashley Wampler.
Mitchell, the Senate majority leader for six years and broker of the
1998 peace accords in Northern Ireland, told graduates, "Each of you
has an important role to play in preserving and improving our way
of life. Serve your communities, look past wealth to identify success
and try your best in whatever you do:'
Mitchell chaired the peace negotiations that were endorsed overwhelmingly by voters in Ireland and won him a Nobel Peace Prize
nomination in 1998 and the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1999.
He was also instrumental in the passage of the nation's first childcare bill and the Americans with Disabilities Act
"i)
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"A single

death
is a tragedy;

one million

deaths
is a statistic."
- Josef Slalin

Disturbed by the words of the
Soviet dictator who was responsible for the deaths of millions of
his own citizens, graphic design
major Ann Huegelmeyer ('03)
turned them into a message in
the sky for her fellow Americans.
She chose to include Stalin's
prophetic words on her awardwinning kite, one of 10 grandprize winners in the Smithsonian lnstitute's 3 7th kite design
competition. The winning kites
were on display at the Smithsonian Institute during March and
throughout the annual Smithsonian Kite Festival, which was
co-sponsored by the National
Air and Space Museum.
Huegelmeyer's kite was also
on display in JMU's Sawhill
Gallery during the June-July
"Colorful Kite Tales" exhibition.

1

The Smithsonian kite contest called for designers to construct a kite celebrating "100
years of flight." Huegelmeyer
chose the theme of U.S. air warfare against other nations. She
utilized a Chinese dragon kite
design based on an eight-panel
structure. Each panel is connected to an overall frame by wire,
which Huegelmeyer crimped to
resemble barbed wire.
"With the exception of the
Civil War, Americans have not
seen the destruction of war
within our country," says Huegelmeyer. "This isolation makes
it far easier for our government to make the decision to
drop bombs."
Stalin's words are the focus
of the first panel in the kite, and
the remaining seven panels
chronologically represent cities
the United States has bombed.
Each panel has a bull's eye spray-

painted over the name of a city
that was bombed. "I try to make
art that attracts, as well as gives
you something to think about;'
Huegelmeyer says.

- Michelle Hite ('88.)

Top ROTC cadet
meets top brass
Anthony E. Cerullo of Woodbridge, JMU's top Army ROTC
cadet, joined senior U.S. government officials at the George
C. Marshall ROTC Awards Seminar in Lexington in April.
Cerullo earned the opportunity to participate in the annual
seminar on national security
by earning the Superior Cadet
Award for his Army ROTC unit.
He also accepted the Marshall
Award, given annually to th e
most outstanding Army ROTC
cadet at each U.S. university
offerin g ROTC. The award is
presented during a four-day
seminar held on the contiguous

the role of the U.S. military in
the transformation of the international security environment.
campuses of Virginia Military
National debate
Institute and Washington and
Lee University. The award hon- , team taps senior
Senior Michelle Lancaster
ors Gen. George C. Marshall, the
routed four competitors March
World War II U.S. Army chief
of staff, author of the Marshall ' 18, in Tempe, Ariz., and won
membership on the American
Plan for the rebuilding of postNational Debate Team. She is
WWII Europe, Nobel Peace Prize
the second JMU senior in six
recipient and VMI alumnus.
years to be selected for the team,
Keynote speakers included
according to JMU debate direcGen. Kevin P. Byrnes, commandtor Peter Bsumek. A JMU debate
ing general of the Army's Trainteam member, Lancaster coming and Doctrine Command.
peted against graduate and unCadets participated in discusdergraduate students from across
sions led by internationally recthe nation before advancing into
ognized experts on the methods
the pool of five finalists. Lanof increasing homeland security,
caster and one other finalist countering global terrorism and

James Radford of Samford University- were selected from the
group to constitute the American National Debate Team. The
duo represented the United
States in a tour of Japan this
summer. Lancaster said that she
was only able to do a minimum
amount of research for the debate because she was simultaneously practicing for the CrossExamination Debate Association
Nationals that took place the day
after the Tempe competition.
Lancaster ranked among the top
16 debaters in the nationals event.

HOW 'bout that
great design?
Brian Boyd ('03) was among
the winners of HOW magazine's
2003 annual graphic design
competition with his poster for
a student drama festival.
A graphic design industry
standard, HOW received more

,..__
__

than 5,500 entries for its yearly
review of the best design from
around the globe. Boyd was
among 247 winners in 16 categories. His award-winning poster
was produced for graphic design
professor Dawn Hachenski's
Advanced Typography class.
"Brian is one of our most talented graphic design students;'
Hachenski says. "He likes to bring
his illustration style as well as
hand-drawn typography to his
work for a more personal feel.
His poster has evidence of both
of these attributes:'
Boyd's poster appeared in
HOW's April 2003 International
Design Annual. Learn more at
www.howdesign.com/°'¥

Ari auction raises record $64,025 for scholarships
The 2003 JMU Art Auction raised a record $64,025 for student scholarships in the College of Arts and Letters. More than $450,000 has been raised through the auction since
its inception in 1987.
Scholarship monies raised this year topped the previous auction high, $62,000 in
1997. The auction was JMU's 10th and is held every three years. The Homestead in Hot
Springs was the backdrop for the black-tie affair, where a sell-out audience placed bids
on artwork donated by 51 artists.
The piece bringing the highest bid- $4,500 - was Boardwalk, Atlantic City, New Jersey, (left) a photo collage by JMU art professor James Crable. Other high bids included
$3,600 for Humming Along, a watercolor by Richmond artist David Gill ('76). Six other
pieces sold for $2,000 or more each.~
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Media arts facuhy
and students win
Five students in the School
of Media Arts and Design won
awards in the annual Broadcast Education Association
Festival of Film, Video and
Media Arts. The 2003 competition received more than 400
entries from professors and
students in radio, television
and electronic media. Jason
Mergott ('03) won first place
and the Best of Competition
award for his documentary
Shadows of the Shenandoah,
which describes families displaced by the 1930s creation

of Shenandoah National Park.
Jason Garber ('03) won third
place in the To Entertain category in the interactive multimedia competition for a promotional CD for the band,
Murphy's Kids. Garber, along
with seniors Jeff Goelz, Bryan
Graves and Stephanie Guy,
won third place in the interactive multimedia competition for the Web site, iSMAD,
which features a discussion
board, several software tutorials and career information.
SMAD professors also won
awards in the 2003 competition. John Woody and John
Hodges won the educational/

instructional category Best of
Competition award for "Foundation 2002 - Building a
Better Virginia," a video which
explained last year's $900.5
million bond referendum for
higher education. Woody won
a second Best of Competition
award for a promotional video
on the preparation and training of army medics. SMAD
professors George Johnson and
Joanne Holman won second
place in the communications
technology division for their
paper, "HD. Radio: Back to the
Future," which explains how
the U.S. digital radio standard
differs from global standards. s9,

Governor taps JMU
for security group
Gov. Mark Warner created
the Virginia In stitute for
Defense and Homeland Security, a university and industry
research consortium that will
work on homeland security
problems. JMU and 11 other
Virginia universities are founding members of the IDHS,
which will conduct education,
research and technology transfer at members' institutions and
companies with emphasis on
telecommunications, biodefense, sensor systems and risk
management. "The Virginia

•
Contest teaches students how to make
entrepreneurial dreams a reality

After months of research, benchmarks and
financials, the lights dim, the music comes up
and four young women try to sell seven successful JMU grads on The Avenue, an evening
gown rental boutique.
The judges encircle the team and their
models, who wear purple and periwinkle tealength dresses, and ask tough questions about
their growth potential and whether women
would, in fact, be willing to rent a wedding
dress. In the end, one of the judges invites

IDHS will execute highly complex research projects in shorter
periods of time and will deliver
fully integrated solutions;' says
Belle Wheelan, Virginia secretary of education. Funding for
the institute will come from
the federal government, university and industry partners
and Virginia's Center for Innovative Technology.~

Unlearn hate,
students told
Judy Sh epard visited JMU
in April and told students to
" make a commitment to unlearn hate. I wan t to teach a

simple lesson: Everyone, regardless of what makes them
different, deserves respect.
Hate diminishes us. We need to
embrace diversity. This is what
makes your life:' Shepard's son,
Matthew, was beaten and left
to die in a Wyoming pasture in
a 1998 high-profile hate-crime.
Shepard, a frequent speaker
on college campuses nationwide, is founder and director of
the Matthew Shepard Foundation. She lobbies in support of
hate-crime legislatio n with
groups such as the Human
Rights Campaign and Parents,
Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays.~

the women to come with him on his next
sales pitch.
The Avenue team won the first-ever Business Plan Competition held by the College
of Business in March. The competition began
with plans from more than 150 groups from
CoB 300 classes and ended with $12,000 in
prize money given away.
''I've never worked for anything this hard
in my life," says Kate Maggi, hugging her
teammates after their dynamic presentation
and victory.
A three-hour competition offered the five
finalist teams the opportunity to present their
plans to a prestigious panel of JMU business
graduates and to an audience of fellow students, parents and instructors. The competition was the first step in the college's plan to
obtain enough funding to endow scholarships
and make the competition an annual event.

Tuition increases
to make up for
state reductions
Academic programs and
fin a nci al aid p rograms for
JMU students will both be enhanced by funds from a tuition
in crease ap proved for th e
2003-04 academic year.
T he m ajor ity of fund s
raised by the tuition increase
will make up for reductions in
state funding, but $2 million
will be allocated to academ ic
and financial aid programs.
The largest amount, $1 million, will allow JMU to hire
15 additional faculty members

Continued on Page 10

in areas where the needs for
professors are greatest.
Other key areas that will be
supported by the tuition increase include $500,000 for
addition al library su pport,
$300,000 for additional finan cial aid fo r students a nd
$200,000 fo r funds for salary
adj ustments to retain o utstanding faculty mem bers.
The board of visitors set
th e 2003-04 costs to attend
JMU for an on -campus Virginia student at $10,794. That
fig ure includes tuitio n , fe es
and room and board. It represen ts a 4.7 percent in crease
over th e General Assembly
Continued on Page 10
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donated part of the scholarship money. Judges
included Rainey; Steve Boehm ('78), executive vice president of Wachovia Direct Access;
Dan Carayiannis ('78), vice president for sales
at Intellitactics; Eric Major ('91), co-founder
and CEO of American OsteoMedix Corporation; Rich Masterson ('82), CEO and chairman
• of Masterson Development; John Rothenberger ('88), founder and president of Stra, tegic Enterprise Solutions Inc.; and Mike
Thomas ('76), vice president of the imagery
and geospatial solutions line of business
within Lockheed Martin Management and
Data Systems.
"For me, it was an opportunity to give
Kate Maggi, Jennifer Wange, Sarah Anderson,
back," says Carayiannis. "It is amazing to see
Elizabeth Lewis and Leah Batten (not pictured)
how talented some of these kids are. I know
won the first Business Plan Competition held by
some company executives who couldn't do
the College of Business to help obtain funding to
endow CoB scholarships. Below: Seven alumni
what these kids have done."
judges - CEOs, business owners and entrepreThe competition began in the fall, when
neurs - donated part of the scholarship monies.
students who had taken CoB 300 - the innovative business class that combines four disciplines into one 12-hour course - were
Continued from Page 9
"The main thing for students is for them , invited to submit the plans they developed in
2002. CoB faculty members chose 14 teams to
to realize that an entrepreneurial career is
compete in a preliminary competition. From
possible;' says Don Rainey ('82), a venture
those, five were selected to give 20-minute
capitalist for Intersouth Partners, who served
presentations before the panel of judges.
as head judge. Before Intersouth, Rainey was
"The process really gives [these students]
president of Attitude Network, one of the first
the chance to see what it takes to start a
entertainment networks on the Internet,
business," says Major. "It's giving them the
which was sold in 1999 for $49 million.
larger perspective of what business is really
Seven alumni judges helped shape the
all about."
competition, gave advice to students and even

Senior accounting major Jennifer Wange,
whose group The Avenue won first place for
its proposal to open a rental evening gown
store in Lexington, Ky., agrees. "It's so exciting
just to look at the whole picture [of a new
business]. "There's such pride in this work."
Judges praised The Avenue team - Maggi,
Wange, Sarah Anderson, Leah Batten and
Elizabeth Lewis - for their research and
enthusiasm. "We could have given that same
speech with half the passion, and we wouldn't
get that response;' says Wange, one of two
MVPs in the competition. Senior Jarrett Gold
of the Mech Tech team presentation was given
the other MVP honor.
All team scholarships - ranging from
$3,500 for first place to $250 for fifth place
- were divided among team members. Each
MVP received $1,500. The lesson for students
in the competition was that they could use
their passion and intellect to make entrepreneurial dreams a reality, Rainey says.
"Don't be afraid to pursue your business dreams;' Rothenberger adds. "Without
that initiative and pursuit you don't have
new business."
The judges commended all the students
for their hard work and encouraged them to
take their talents into the "real" business world.
"If you have a vision and a passion,"
Boehm says, "you can do something great.
Don't let the naysayers talk you out of it.~
- Donna Ragsdale Dunn ('94)
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adjusted base charges for last
year. The cost for an in-state
commuter student will be
$5,058 a year.
The costs for out-of-state
commuter and residential students will be $13,280 and
$19,016, respectively.
Total charges to attend
JMU for an in-state student
ranked the university in the
middle of the commonwealth's
15 senior public universities
- seven with higher charges
and seven with lower charges.
JMU ranked ninth among
the 15 colleges and universities in total charges to out-ofstate students.°"'

New education
dean appointed
Phillip M. Wishon of the
University of Northern Colorado has been appointed dean
of JMU's College of Education beginning in September.
Wishon is currently assistant dean of the College of
Education and director of
undergraduate and graduate
teacher and professional education at UNC in Greeley,
Colo. He has taught on the
UNC education faculty since
1982 and three times earned
the UNC College of Education
Distinguished Scholar Award.

Wishon is a past president
and founder of the National
Association of Early Childhood
Teacher Educators and received
the group's Distinguished Service Award in 2002.
He has written eight books
or monographs, 10 book chapters and more than 80 journal
articles and other publications
on various educational issues,
including social changes affecting schools, curriculum, technology in schools, and health
and psychological issues that
affect children. He's also conducted workshops and training programs for teachers
throughout the country.

A consulting editor for the
National Association for the
Education of Young Children,
Wishon serves on the editorial
board for NAEYC's journal,
Young Children. He also serves
on the editorial board for
School Psychology Quarterly,
the journal of the National
Association of School Psycho!ogists, and is executive editor
of the Colorado Early Childhood Journal of the Colorado
Association for the Education
of Young Children.
Wishon received his Ph.D.,
master's of art in education
and bachelor's degree from
Ohio State University.~
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MAb1so
We are born and we live in the dimension of
anniversaries and participate in rituals in ou r

time, a concept we find difficult to grasp. So we mark
attempt to understand. In this way we begin to contem-

plate ilie meaning of our own lives. James Madison University will he 100 years old in 2008. A Madison Century will
point toward Utat centennial live years hence and high light important moments in m,iversity history. W hen The Norma.I
opened, for in stance, or when Mama Ding scared off a party of panty-raiders with a colossal pair of ladies hloomers.

senators and three delegates report back to
the General Assembly that the education of
Virginia's youngsters is paramount and that
90 percent of the teachers in white schools are
women. "The committee emphasized the
'imperative and immediate need for the
establishment of another normal school for
females, with industrial training.'" This report
is the fi rst big step in the founding in 1908 of
the Normal and Industrial School for Women
at Harrisonburg, known today as JMU.
{Raymon d S. Dingledin e, Madison College:
The First Fifty Years, 1908 - 1958}

76YEARSAGO
1928 - Freshmen acquire the privilege of
going downtown, accompanied by an upperclassman, one night during a week.
[Raymond S. Dingledine, Madison College:
T he First Fifty Years, 1908- 1958}

68YEARSAGO
1945 - Thirty-six years after first enrolling,
Eleanor Beatrice Marable graduates from
Madison College. Born July 3, 1893, she grows
up in a poor farming family in Prince George
County. Enco uraged to study, Eleanor is the

caught in a storm stays the night at the Marables' home and leaves a magazine with an
article about the State Normal School for
Women in Harrisonburg, which is to open
in 1909. Eleanor applies in December 1908,
and hers is the first application accepted. She
is known thereafter as the college's "First
Daughter." Eleanor later becomes equally
known for an unprecedented display of
determination and valor in overcoming the
years of financial, personal and health hardships that cause her to repeatedly delay completing her education.

11

[From a 1975 talk by Frances Ca mden ('43)]

_,¢:§YEARS AGO
1958 - "Our house mother, Mam a Ding,
had a special pair of XXXL underwear that
she pulled out for panty raids. The W&L boys
came a callin' one night, and Mama Ding
yelled down to them, 'My girls can't spare any
of their underwear, but you can have a pair of
mine.' And she waved these huge undies out
the window. The W&L boys just died."
[Patsy Smith Wilson ('58 ), Sp ring 2003
Class Reunion Confessio nals}

216

YEARS AGO
1978 - Ten JMU students spend Christmas
in Germany entertaining American troops
as part of a USO tour.
{1 979 Bluesto ne yearbook]

200 YI .\1-::3 \l;O I:\ Tl 111111- OF J \\11:3 ~t\1>1:30,'\
180.'\ - Sccrct,iry of State J,1mes /vladison works closely with President Jefferson on the Louisiana Purchase. Madison maintains th,11 the Mississippi River is" .. . the Hudson, the Delaware, the Potomac, and all the 11aYig,1ble rivers of the Atlantic States, formed into one stream." The
U.S. Senate ratifies the treatv on Oct. 20, and the American flag is unfurled over New Orleans on Dec. 20. The Louisiana Purchase gives the
United States 900,000 square miles of land, doubling the size of the nation ,md opening the west for further cxplor,1tio11 and l'Xp,msion. It is,
in Madison's words," .. . ,1 truly noble acquisition."
/ Phil fli!;lcr, director of the /ML ' Jr1111c.< Madi.,,,,, Crntcr; The Selected Letters of Dolky Payne \ladison t111d The Papers nf l.!111,·s l\ladison !

into erudite literary types was not on the agenda. From the first
moment Dr. Cohen walked into film class that fall, I knew that I was
not in an English major's Kansas anymore. [Picky Rule #13: "Make the

transition between your sentences and your paragraphs clear and logical.
This task is the most difficult in writing, but, as you know, life is hard."]
Dr. Cohen terrified me. In terms of his physical presence, I found
him to be a charismatic mixture of the stereotypical English professor
(the tweed jacket, the bow tie) and the hip intellectual (the fabulous
mane of chestnut hair, the subtle swagger in his carriage). His passion
for his work and his emphasis on more specific, strict writing standards than I had ever encountered both thrilled and cowed me.
When Dr. Cohen distributed his "(Fewer Than 40) Picky Writing
Rules;' a hush came over the room. I felt fairly confident that I routinely
followed at least half of the guidelines but was not sure what to do
about some of them, such as Picky Rule #13: "Use your smallest, most

Anglo-Saxon, most comfortable words; only high school teachers and
William F. Buckley are impressed with big words," (he clearly had encountered my kind before). I received a "C" on my first paper, a mortifying experience for an English m ajo r. To make matters worse, Dr.
Cohen scrawled a note at the end of my paper that read as follows. I
am still wincing as I write: "You clearly have no regard for me or my
picky writing rules. How can I win your respect in this regard?" I sat
and waited for death to come. How could he not know how much I
adored him? Perhaps I should write "Love You" on my eyelids like
that girl in Raiders of the Lost Ark. An allusion; he might like that.
The next paper took days to write. I skipped other classes to edit
for passive voice. I skipped dinner to find any occurrences of "It is;'
"There are;' "There was;' "There were" (and I am not the kind of girl
who skips dinner). That paper earned a "B," but I could cope with
that because the paper contained no circled picky rule violations and
no reprimand. To this day, I still give my writing the Dr. Cohen treatment, sometimes deciding to break the rule (as evident in this essay,
and, yes, I am terrified of the response) but mostly not. Dr. Cohen's
high standards and specific feedback have made me not only a better
writer but also a better teacher. [Picky Rule #29: "Be consistent when
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PICKY WRITING RULES: RALPH COHEN
MADE ME A BETTER TEACHER
[Picky Rule #6: "Establish the context of your paper in the first sentence."] During the fall of 1987, I fell in love with three men: Randy
Cover (now my husband of 12 years and the father of my two sons),
William Shakespeare, and the man who brought Will and me together,
English professor Ralph Cohen. I can state with absolute confidence
that 1) Dr. Cohen has no idea who I am, and 2) he could never imagine
his influence on my life, both personally and professionally.
I transferred from Virginia Tech to JMU during the summer of
1987 and quickly entered a fall semester scheduling session. Almost
every English class that struck my fancy was full. Hurriedly, I registered for Dr. Cohen's British Literature to the 19th Century and Film
as Narrative Art courses to fill up my scheduling sheet. At Virginia
Tech, the emphasis in the English classes had been on turning engineering geeks into functionally literate professionals - to turn them

Dr. Cohen is no stranger to my students at Elkton, Md., High School.
When I teach Shakespeare, I begin the unit by describing how Dr.
Cohen changed my outlook on Shakespeare and English literature as a
whole. I entered college with a solid background in iambic pentameter
and a knowledge of the difference between "exit" and "exeunt." What I
lacked was passion for the material. Back then, I read Shakespeare for
the same reason I eat broccoli - I understood the importance of a
high-fiber diet in terms of both literature and my digestive system. In
Dr. Cohen's Shakespeare's Comedies class, however, I came to know
the Bard as a brilliant, bawdy and flawed human being who also wrote
the best plays in history. I got it: the puns, the vulgarity, the comedy, the
pathos. I no longer read Shakespeare's works because they are "superhuman;" I read Shakespeare's works because they are exquisitely
human. [Picky Rule #28: "Write about works of art in the present tense,

since Hamlet will be stabbing Polonius and Charlie Chaplin will be eating
his shoe long after your grandchildren have forgotten your name."]
Dr. Cohen's ability to draw his students into each play through
class performance, creative projects and his own considerable charisma

Il
I

changed how I view Shakespeare and how I view literature. English
majors view the world with a literature lens through which we associate our books with our lives and our lives with our books. Before
Dr. Cohen , my lens was cloudy with a chance of pretentiousness.
Since Dr. Cohen, I am more inclined to try to view my world with a
lens that focuses clearly on what is human, on what co unts.
I never dazzled Dr. Cohen with my intellect. I was the quiet,
ch ubby-cheeked girl up front who was too intimidated to speak.
He does not know who I am, but I think about Ralph Cohen often,
as a true groupie should: What does he think about Shakespeare in
Love? What does he think about Judi Dench playing 007's boss in
Bond films? His spread in the pages of Montpelier [Spring 2002]
hangs on my bulletin board at school to provide my students with
a visual aid when I explain why I love Shakespeare. I love that article.
His hair is still fabulous, he is still exacting and innovative, and he
has changed not only my view of Shakespeare but also is now changing the world's view as well. Picky Rule #39: "Be sure you have come

to care about your paper and its ideas by the time you give it to me."
Done.

- Sharon Thomas ('89)

About the Professor
A cofounder of Shenandoah Shakespeare Express, Ralph Cohen
and his tro upe decided to b uild their own theater to bring Shakespeare to an even wider audience. The Blackfriars Theatre opened in
Staunton in 2001 and offers year-round performances. The theater
has hosted more than 150 worldwide Shakespeare scholars and visiting directors and sponsored a National Endowment for the Humanities summ er institute. Cohen retired from JMU at the end of last
semester, and received an honorary degree from St. Lawrence University in May. Test your writing skills against Professor Cohen's 39 Picky
Writing Rules at www.shenandoahshakespeare.com/p-picky.htm.

About the Author
Sharon Thomas ('89) and husband, Randy Cover ('89),
live in North East, Md., with their two sons, Drew, 8, and
Joe, 6. After an 11-year career in medical and legal publish ing, Sharon has taught 10th- and 11th-grade English
for the past three years. She is chair of the literacy program at Elkton
High School in Elkton, Md. Randy is assistant vice president and
supervising project manager for MBNA America in Newark, Del.~

Tell us about those special

Professors you L VE
If your entry is published in Montpelier, the JMU magazine, you will
receive $100. Entries may be edited for content and length. Send
submissions to montpelier@jmu.edu or to Montpelier, Medical Arts
West, Suite 26, MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Include
your name, class year, daytime phone number and home address.

The Presidential Companion: Readings on the First Ladies
2003 University of South Carolina Press
Edited by Anthony J. Eksterowicz and Robert P. Watson;
ISBN 1-57003-461 -3
~
inging together the work of notable historians, political scien. . tists and sociologists, The Presidential Companion: Readings
on the First Ladies is a collection of essays that demonstrate the political relevance of first ladies throughout U.S. history and the dramatic
expansion of their power during the 20th century. With a preface by
Hillary Clinton's former chief of staff, Melanne Verveer, this anthology
fills a gap in scholarship about the position of first lady and reveals the
political acumen and activism of a number of the unofficial office
holders. Contribu tors reveal how the office has grown in political
influence, from Martha Washington's selection of fu rnishings for the
presidential mansion to Hillary Rodham Clinton's leadership of the
President's Task Force on National Health Care Reform. Chapters cover
presidential wives who have changed the nature of the office of first
lady and issues that have affected the first ladies' use of the bully pulpit.
The Presidential Companion underscores the notion that an understanding of presidential spouses is central to the study of the American
presidency. JMU professor of political science Anthony Eksterowicz
is co-editor and author of three books, including The Post Cold War
Presidency. Robert Watson, editor of White House Studies, has published seven books.
Also contributing to The Presidential Companion: Readings on the
First Ladies were JMU political science professors Glenn Hastedt, Kay
Knickrehm and Robin Teske and honors student Kristen Poynter.
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Partial Truths and the Politics of Community
Edited by Robin L. Teske and Mary Ann Tetreault
2003 University of South Carolina Press; ISBN 1-57003-486-9

artial Truths and the Politics of Community: Feminist Approaches
to Social Movements, Community and Power, Vol. 2, considers
appens after feminists succeed in achieving social change or in
founding organizations dedicated to accomplishing their personal and
social goals. This collection of 18 essays by scholars from the fields of
international relations and feminist studies explores the theoretical
dilemmas and practical politics of living with raised consciousnesses
in "worlds of our own making." In essays that illustrate the impact
of feminist concerns with the quality of education, the contributors
offer studies of home-schooling, the education of impoverished girls
in rural Mexico, sororities and their relation to female autonomy,
the teaching of female prisoners by volunteers in county jails, gender
discrimination in universities, the United Nations and its mixed
record on women's issues, and the effects of adding rape to the list of
prosecutable war crimes. Robin Teske is a political science professor
at JMU. Prior to joining the faculty she was an attorney with
International Human Rights Law Group and a Peace Corps volunteer in Korea. Mary Ann Tetreault is professor of international
affairs at Trinity University.
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'MCS is a population
for whom our culture is
basically unavailable.'
Coping

with
an

enemy
Diane Bliott roOJ

Psych professor researches
long-term lifestyle impact
of Multiple Chemical Sensitivity
On a sunny morning in Johnston Hall, clinical psychology professor Pamela Reed Gibson is directing her undergraduates as they
prepare a research survey for mailing. Gibson has already created the
survey instrument according to the accepted statistical model designed
to gather both the quantitative and qualitative data she seeks. Around
her, order rules. Her books are tidily arranged on their shelves.
Papers are organized in neat stacks, ready for dispatch. A philodendron, its grasping tendrils redirected around itself, sits optimistically on the windowsill. The only paean to the stereotype of academic disarray is a sprinkling of white powder that has escaped the
confines of an open brown cardboard box. The residue is a result of
an extra step Gibson has added to the commonly accepted research

methodology, a step exclusive to her own research: The professor
and her students are dusting each sheet of the survey in baking soda
to neutralize the effects of the chemicals in the paper and ink.
To the people who will receive this survey in their mailboxes and
be asked to complete and return it in order to aid in Gibson's research,
these common chemicals can be noxious.
Since 1992, Gibson and her research students have been conducting groundbreaking studies on the long-term lifestyle impact of
Multiple Chemical Sensitivity.
People with MCS become ill following exposure to a wide array of
chemicals they encounter in everyday life - the chemicals in smoke,
pesticides, plastics, synthetic fibers, scented products, petroleum-based
products, paints, food additives and more. Most of the offendi ng
chemicals are man-made, but some are naturally occurring. Even antigens in some foods and the aroma of flowers can have a toxic effect.
Most people can relate, at least superficially. "All of us have felt overwhelmed occasionally by someone's cologne or hair spray or the diesel
fumes from a bus;' says Gibson, who has been invited to present a paper
at the Chemical Injury Conference this fall. "But people with MCS are

J

+.
u ...

hypersensitive to chemicals, and, unfortunately, it is a chronic and often
worsening condition."
According to the National Academy of Sciences, MCS impinges
on the lives of more than 15 percent of the population. Symptoms vary,
but the most common are breathing and sinus problems, skin reactions, irregular or altered heartbeat, joint pain, headache, depression,
panic and disorientation. Many people become so physically debilitated by chemical sensitivity that they eventually lose their jobs, their
homes and their hopes of living normal lives.
"One by one, people eliminate offending chemicals from their
environment;' Gibson says. "Many end up living in tents or RVs in
their efforts to get away from the chemicals that are so toxic to them.
I know a physician whose home was sprayed with pesticide. He had
to live in the car in the driveway for months until he could find a
new home. Some people's experiences are just horror stories."
Gibson, who is possibly the only researcher studying the long-term
impact of this largely "invisible" disability, has written Multiple Chemical Sensitivity, A Survival Guide for MCS sufferers. She notes that
MCS is misunderstood and largely ignored in both the world of traditional medicine and the world of disability. "This is a group of
people about whom there is virtually no understanding; they are
oppressed, discriminated against, dispossessed;' she says. Gibson gets
letters from people as far away as Europe thanking her for writing it.
"People with MCS are so desperate for help they'll try anything;' she
says. "They end up depleting themselves of all of their resources.
They're broke, homeless and unemployed, yet still sick. And some
treatments make them even sicker."
The reason MCS is so debilitating and problematic is that it is
such a challenge to avoid synthetic chemicals in our industrialized
age, Gibson explains. They are everywhere - in air freshener, dryer
sheets, tissues, magazines, copy machines, synthetic materials, new
construction, natural gas, oil, gasoline, anesthesia and medicines
and more. Imagine trying to get through the day without encountering these chemicals, she challenges. It is almost impossible.
For the most part, the professor says, people are oblivious to the
noxious effects their own personal hygiene and grooming products
have on others. "A person with MCS can be ill for days after encountering someone wearing perfume. That is why people with MCS are
driven to the extreme solution of isolation;' Gibson says.
In her study of the long-term impact of MCS, the professor has
explored possible causes, coping aids and skills, support systems and
threats, treatments and lifestyle solutions, and quality of life. She has
involved undergraduates throughout her career at JMU.
Gibson typically engages up to four students per semester in intense
MCS research. About two-thirds of her published MCS work has
been co-authored by her students, who also spend countless hours
conducting the research studies, analyzing the results and compiling reports. In appreciation of the significant role played by nearly
two dozen students, Gibson included them in the acknowledgments
of the survival guide. "I involve students in every step of the process;'
she says. "To me, that's where teaching and research really come

together - in mentoring students in the research process. They truly
are my junior colleagues."
During her junior and senior years at JMU, special education
teacher Margie Warren ('93, '95M) and student Jennifer Cheavens
('94) helped Gibson conduct her first life-impact study of MCS, beginning in 1992. Their work culminated in the publication of papers in
Women and Therapy (1996) and Research in Nursing and Health (1998).
"It was probably the most valuable experience of my entire undergraduate time at JMU," Warren says of that experience. "As a psychology major, you spend a lot of your time reading about research studies. Going through them yourself helps you to be more critical of the
results you read about."
Gibson's latest consumer publication on MCS, Understanding and

Accommodating People with Multiple Chemical Sensitivity in Independent Living, was published last November and can be downloaded free
from the ILRU Web site at www.ilru.org/.
Although Gibson laments the large percentage of her research
that has not gotten published due to resistance from mainstream
reviewers who don't see MCS as legitimate, she is nonetheless hopeful that her commitment to MCS and the work she and her students
have done will help many who might have nowhere else to turn for
information and support.
Her students are hopeful as well about the eventual rewards of
their work. "It felt good to think that the work we were involved with
might help those with MCS, create awareness of MCS and inspire
more sensitivity toward sufferers;' Warren says. "I'd like to think that
more people will think it is important work as time goes on.'~

- Debra Thompson ('93)
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Clinical psychology professor Pam Gibson presented "Perceived Treatment Efficacy for Conventional and Alternative
Therapies Reported by Persons with Multiple Chemical
.........-;;;..., Sensitivity," a paper co-authored by two of her students,
Amy Nicole-Marie Elms ('021 (left) and Lisa Rudlng ('02, '04M), at the
2001 Chemical Injury Information Network conference. The paper was
later published In the NIH's Environmental Health Perspectives. "It was
interesting to go through the entire cycle firsthand and to learn about MCS
In general. It was a good experience," Rudlng says.
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Athlatlcs VIPs gather to break ground for

future Plecker Center
.P

THAT
AGAIN
JMU alumni, professors and students cited in the news
No more judgments. I didn't realize [AIDS Jwas a disease you can
beat. You can conquer it. You can live with it and carry on with
your life.
- Gretchen Flack ro5J, 2003 Alternative Spring Break volunteer at St. John's
Horizon House 'Spring break brings help: college volunteers lend hand
to others: Florida Times-Union, March 14, 2003.

Digging in: Outgoing Board of Visitors Rector Paul Chiapparone, Linwood Rose,
Zane Showker, Frances and Robert Plecker, Joe Funkhouser and Jeff Bourne.
I consider her to be the most important American Christian writer.
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In a ceremony June 6, JMU
broke ground for the future $9.8
million Robert and Frances
Plecker Athletics Performance
Center in the end wne of Bridgeforth Stadium.
The building has been named
in honor of the Pleckers, longtime supporters of JMU athletics
who contributed $2 million for
the new center. The Pleckers took
part in the ceremonial groundbreaking, along with former JMU
Rector Zane Showker, who contributed $2 million to the project.
Also taking part in the ceremony
were JMU President Linwood H.
Rose, Athletics Director Jeffrey
Bourne and businessman Joe
Funkhouser, who headed the
fund drive for the center.
The Bridgeforth family also
contributed $ 1 million to the
center. Th e late William E.
Bridgeforth Jr. served on the
JMU Board of Visitors.
JMU raised more than $7
million in private funds for the
performance center, the largest
amount ever raised for a JMU
project. The remaining funds
will come from JMU reserves
and other nontax sources.
At its last meeting, the board
of visitors cited the Pleckers for

"the vital role they are playing
in developing and maintaining
an outstanding athletics program." They fund an athletics
scholarship, and Robert Plecker
served on the Duke Club Board
of Directors.
The World War II veteran is
active in the church and his
community. He is the founder
and former owner of Truck and
Equipment Corp. The Harrisonburg-Rockingham Chamber of
Commerce named him 1999
Entrepreneur of the Year. In 2002
he was named Small Business
Veteran of the Year.
Construction of the facility
began this summer. It will provide an academic support area
for all intercollegiate studentathletes, a sports-medicine complex, a strength-training area, a
football locker room, meeting
rooms and coaches' offices.
The academic complex will
be named for Challace McMillin,
JMU's first football coach, who
built a nationally competitive
Division I-AA program that
included Gary Clark, Charles
Haley and Scott Norwood.
New facilities for JMU's track
and field program have been
built near Reservoir Street.~

The idea of Christianity permeates everything she wrote, and she
does it without preaching.
- Jean Cash, English professor
"Southern writer's life was biographer's inspiration: Flanne,y O'Connor,'
Daily Advertiser, Lafayette, La, March 3, 2003.

The real test will be when the state begins to deny graduation to
students. Other states have backed off when that happened. ...
The political life of the SOL movement is already on life support.
- Leslie Bolt, education professor
"Era of SOLs has arrived: passing now mandatory,'
Norfolk Virginian-Pila( March 29, 2003.

Information security is more difficult for colleges than for other
institutions to achieve. Colleges must try to see information security in a different light, as something facilitating academic freedom rather than restricting it. But colleges can expect grants
for research related to information security to have restrictions.
I have four student interns involved in homeland security proj-

ects, and the first question that my grantors asked me was to
make sure the students were U.S. citizens.
- George Baker, interim director JMU Institute for
Infrastructure and Information Assurance
"Demands of homeland security will pressure colleges,'
Chronicle of Higher Education, Jan. 31, 2003.
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There are some undeniable
characteristics about sports fans
in Virginia - they love their college teams
and they love NASCAR. No one would have
ever dreamed an oil and water combination
like racing and college athletics. Leave it to
Virginia native Hermie Sadler to school 'em .
Winsto n Cup driver Hermie Sadler has
turned fo ur of Virginia's fiercest university
rivals into NASCAR teammates.
Sadler Motorsports, along with GO Team
VA, has teamed up with JMU, the University
of Virginia, Virginia Tech and Virginia Commonwealth to field university logo cars in six
2003 NASCAR Winston Cup races. JMU's GO
Team VA Chevrolet Monte Carlo will debut in
the Oct. 19 Old Dominion 500 at the Martinsville Speedway. The car's purple and gold
paint scheme was designed by Scott Trobaugh
('98), a graphic designer in JMU's university
advancement office.
Sadler, who also drives NASCAR's Busch
Series Toys-JI-Us car, says, "The fact that my
younger brother attended JMU was certainly
a factor in approaching JMU for the program.
I visited JMU when Elliott was a student, and I
loved it. The people at the school are nice, and
Harrisonburg is full of great people and fans:'
Elliott Sadler, driver of the No. 38 Winston
Cup M&M's car, was a basketball player
under coach Lefty Driesell before injuring
his knee and turning to racing.

"GO Team VA brings together Winston Cup
and college athletics in a state that is crazy
about both;' Sadler said in a March news conference at the capitol with Gov. Mark Warner
by his side. 'Tm going to try equally hard in
all four of these cars," laughed Sadler, surrounded by nearly 100 fans and administrators from Virginia's rival universities.
Intermittent chants of"Hokies" and "Go
Dukes" peppered speeches by Sadler, Warner
and Richmond International Raceway President Doug Fritz. "This is a proud day for my
family;' Sadler said. "I've represented Virginia tourism, the Virginia Lottery and now
four of the finest schools in Virginia."
The Sadler Motorsports/university partnerships are polar opposites to Winston Cup's
usual multi-million dollar corporate sponsorships. The sweet deals didn't cost Virginia's
universities any money. Each school will supply program marketing and earn money on
residuals and royalties from the sale of trademarked logo race car goods.
"In these challenging fiscal times, [Virginia schools] need all the help they can get;'
said Warner, a self-proclaimed NASCAR fan.
The governor helped unveil each school's
show car at the press conference. "Virginia
and NASCAR have gone together forever;' he
added. "Virginia hosts the largest number of
Winston Cup events in any one state - six,

and this program allows our universities and
students to learn more about sports marketing at the NASCAR level."
Get your JMU pit pass news and purchase
diecasts, T-shirts, caps and jackets with the
JMU Motorsports logo at www.goteam
va.com and log in to participate in fantasy race
games and prize giveaways. And next time
you're catching up on racing news on the
SPEED channel, check out John Roberts ('88),
host of NASCAR's Victory Lane.
See ya at the track Oct. 19. Go Dukes! ~
- Michelle Hite ('88)

NASCAR driver Hermie Sadler and Gov. Mark
Warner field questions from television, print and
university media representatives at the GO Team
VA press conference in Richmond on March 19.
Inset Scott Trobaugh ['98) and GO Team VA driver
Hermie Sadler (rightl.
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Joe Opala has
long listened for
voices silenced by
time and neglect, by the
strident noise of nation
building and by the pounding of outright oppression.
The JMU history professor and Honors Program
faculty member-in-residence has heard them
while studying the slave
trade on West Africa's Rice
Coast. He has tracked them,
faint at first and protesting,
across the ocean, two continents and 250 years. Opala's
research into the historical
links between the people of
Sierra Leone and the Gullahs
of South Carolina and Georgia, and the Black Seminoles
of Florida, Oklahoma, Texas
and Mexico has opened up a
great swath of previously
neglected American history.
"The role of Sierra Leone,
in particular, in the South
Carolina slave trade was
much greater than historians
have realized," says Opala,
who lived in Sierra Leone for
17 years before returning to
the United States five years
ago. The reason for the connection, he explains, was
rice. In the second half of the
18th century, South Carolina
rice planters paid higher
prices for skilled slaves
from Sierra Leone, part of
the rice-growing region of
West Africa.

Now both the history and
Opala himself, one of the
country's foremost experts on
Gullah and Black Seminole
history, are attracting interest.
Opala has appeared on CNN
and 60 Minutes II, and on the
pages of The New York Times
and The Washington Post. He
is a well-known speaker across

Honors prof traces the power of an
ancient and haunting African
song from its Gullah singer
back to Sierra Leone

college campuses, including
Harvard's Kennedy school, and
his research is the
basis of two documentaries. The
first, shown on PBS,
was Family Across the Sea
(1991 ). The second, The
Language You Cry In
(1998), stars those voices
that Opala has strained to
hear throughout his career.
One of them is Amelia
Dawley's. In 1931 in the Gullah community of Harris
Neck, Ga., according to the
film, scholars recorded her
singing a haunting African
melody. Fifty years later, Opala
crisscrossed Sierra Leone playing Amelia's recording in village after village. In Senehun
Ngola, a woman named
Bendu Jabati began to sing
along. She recognized it as a

song her grandmother taught
her as part of a burial ritual.
Through her, Opala and his
colleagues had confirmed
what those earlier scholars suspected - that the song was an
ancient African funeral dirge
carried by Sierra Leonean
slaves to Georgia and handed
down orally over two centuries. The film culminates
with a reunion of Amelia
Dawley's daughter, Mary
Moran, with Bendu Jabati in
Sierra Leone.
The influences of Amelia's
Sierra Leonean and Gullah
ancestors reach farther still. In
fact, Opala says, "... The story
of the Black Seminoles will
ultimately change our perceptions of American history!'
Between about 1690 and
1835, he explains, G ullah
slaves from coastal Georgia
and South Carolina fled
south, establishing independent Black Seminole villages
and an "African frontier" in
the Florida wilderness. But as
white settlers began moving
into the area, a full-scale war
erupted in 1835, with these
Black Seminoles and the native
Seminole Indians allied against

-<

the whites . Eventually, they
fought th e U.S. Army to a
standstill and won the right to
migrate - in what has become
known as the Trail of Tears
- to the unsettled Western
frontier, which is now Oklahoma and Opala's home.
"Amazingly, older Black
Seminole descendants in small
communities in Oklahoma,
Texas and Mexico still speak
Gullah - 250 years after their
ancestors escaped from the
Carolina rice plantations,"
Opala says.
"The Black Seminoles
fought side by side - died,
bled - for those lands in
Florida," Opala said on a 60
Minutes II segment highlighting the modern rift between
the Black and Native American
Seminoles over federal compensation for their loss of

those Florida lands. "They've
been together. They've been
good brothers and good neighbors for three centuries."
Today Opala has reached a
crossroads. It has been five
years since his midnight escape
on a boat from Sierra Leone's
civil war. Thousands of villagers were massacred and
mutilated after the government
broke down. Rebels and war
criminals hacked off limbs in a
campaign called "No Living
Thing:' Even Bendu Jabati was
repeatedly tortured.
Opala has spent these years
teaching at JMU and advocating for U.S. political intervention in Sierra Leone. Now that
the nation is once again at
peace, he is at odds between
staying in the United States
and returning to his second
home in West Africa . "My
heart wants me to go back, but
this year is the first year I've
really felt at home here in the
United States;' Opala says.
If he stays, he'll follow
through on a proposal he and
his JMU students presented in
April to the U.S. Park Service
to establish a historic trail
(much like the Underground
Railroad program) that would
link Gullah-related sites in
seven countries. Accustomed
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to briefing such august bodies
as the United Nations, World
Bank, U.S. State Department
and U.S. Congress on the collapse of the Sierra Leone government, the ensuing human
rights catastrophe and misguided international intervention, Opala gave six of his students an opportunity to make
their first public presentation.
Students Amir Allak, John
Daly, Melissa Dobruck, Joanna
Mirsky, Dominique Semeraro
and Chris Wells made presentations on the various sections
of the trail they researched.
Students urged the park
service to preserve these sites
and develop them for historical tourism.
For three semesters, JMU
honors students, including
Cristen Crabtree, Jenny Sweet,
Katrina Cunningham, Christopher France and Jonathan
Nein have researched the 37
sites of the proposed trail
based on a new historical
concept Opala has introduced
- The Gullah Connection.

"The Gullah people of
South Carolina and Georgia;'
their proposal explains, "are
the center of a great chain of
migration stretching back to
West Africa and then forward
to such diverse places as
Florida, the Bahamas, Oklahoma, Texas and Mexico.
"The Gullah Connection is
a powerful historical tool;' the
report continues. "It shows
that the Gullah - the AfricanAmericans who have preserved
more of their African linguistic
and cultural heritage than any
other - are not just a remarkable folk culture. They have
also played a major role in
U.S. history."
In the JMU classroom,
Opala says, "I've been trying
to shake up students' historical worldview." Through his

students' mentored research,
he hopes to carry this knowledge of Gullah history into the
national park system where,
he says, everyday Americans
can learn that "Americans
from all ethnic groups have
made profound contributions
to our history~

Story by Khalil Garriott ('04)
Design by Amanda Brock ('04)

Read more about Opala's films and his activism on behalf of
Sierra Leone at these Web sites: www.newsreel.org/films/langyou
or www.teleline.terra.es/personal/inkoak/entlyci.htm.
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DARTS THROUGH THE bullet-riddled streets of Seoul like

a beast of prey, his eyes bulging
and lungs bursting as he fights

to extend the distance between himself and his
pursuers. But when the wall of a dead-end alley

t,

looms up to meet him, he realizes, horrified,
that escape is impossible. With skin the color of
whey, the man turns to plead for his life.
Two breathless, perspiring North Korean
soldiers approach him, their faces twisted with

,,

hatred, their rifles ready. One of them screams,
I

"Notorious Seoul police torturer who toFments
and maims fellow communist comrades!" and
slams the butt of his Japanese-madeJifle' into
the man's head, knocking him to the pavement.
The other soldier steps forward, lowers his
weapon, and quickly pumps two bullets into the
man's brain. "The enemy ~f the people is thus
punished!" the soldier cries in a shrill voice.
Hoping a lack of spee,d will make him invisible, a teenage Chong-Kun Yoon melts away
\;

from the murder scene and inches ba'ck inlo a
group of spectators that has gathered to watch
the South Korean policeman's execution. Then,
with a burst of energy, Yoon breaks out of the
crowd and races home as fast as his young legs
can carry him.
"The horror of that scene lingered in my
nights," Yoon says today. "I wondered just how

E
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that fashion elsewhere in the city. It was then

IN FEAR FOR HIS LIFE WHEN THE NORTH

ror had really descended upon South Korea."

KOREANS ATTACKED THE SOUTH OVER

the last 33 years - was right. As he chronicles for

Yoon - who has taught history at JMU for
his students in Asian history, the United Nations

OWN COUNTRY UNTIL HE FORGED A NEW
LIFE FOR HIMSELF IN AMERICA. NOW THE

has estimated that 26,000 South Koreans were
murdered by their northern "comrades" in the
first few months of the Korean War, mostly on
the grounds that they had opposed North Korea
politically. Yoon, who lived in the capjtal city
when the North Korean People's Army swarmed
over the 38th parallel on June 25, 1950, witnessed

JMU HISTORY PROFESSOR KEEPS A WARY

the communist brutality and bloodlust.

EYE AS TENSIONS BUILD AGAIN.

Korea has threatened many times to turn Seoul

"And it can happen again," he says. "North
into a sea of fire. But the real problem is that my
generation -

the generation that saw what the

communists are capable of- is dying out. PostStory by Charles Culbertson
Photos by Diane Elliott ('00)
Design by Nikki Nargi
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many others had been executed summarily in
that I fully realized that a bloody reign ofter-

CHONG-KUN YOON WAS A REFUGEE IN HIS
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mind, and I was unable to sleep for many

THE 38TH PARALLEL IN 1950, A TEENAGED
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Korean War generations do not know the danger they are in and, worse yet, do not believe the
threat is there."
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This from a man who knew what danger
was all about long before the NKPA's invasion
of the south. When Yoon was born in Seoul,
his country had already suffered under the
______ ·ron glove of the Japanese Empire since 1910;
and although he was only a boy when Japan
was forced to relinquish its claim on the
peninsula in 1945, he clearly remembers
occupation and life as a colonial subject.
Whileit was a difficult experience for him
personally, Yoon says he feels it is important to
snare the human impact of that occupation
with his students.
J~pan -

despite years of obstreperous

sermonizing about a Greater East Asia Cofreely used murder and imprisonment as
tools with which to obliterate Korean culture
and identity. Forbidden to use their own language, Koreans were forced to speak Japanese,
worship the emperor and pay homage to all
citizens of the Land of the Rising Sun, from
the puttee-clad soldiers prowling Korean
streets to the schoolmasters beating children
in Korean classrooms.
"When the Japanese retreated in the last
days of World War II, everyone - even small
children like me - ran into the streets shouting and singing in Korean," says Yoon, who
learned to speak Japanese as a schoolboy during those__days of occupation. "Others formed
mobs and went looking for former Japanese

In his Asian history courses, Yoon shares insights with his JMU
students that stem from years of scholarly research as well as
from personal - some of them horrific - experiences.

officia s and Korean collaborators. It was
both an exhilarating and a dangerous time."

"When the Russian and American mili-

us were walking down a road, the bombers

But what~ver exhilaration Yoon and his

tary occupations of Korea ended in 1948, two

couldn't tell us apart from the communists;'

fellow Koreans may have felt over regaining

ideologically irreconcilable governments were

Yoon explains. "I was a refugee in my own

their independence quickly evaporated as

created -

communists in Pyongyang and

country. Think of running away from JMU

Soviet troops swept down the peninsula, driv-

fiercely anticommunists in Seoul;'Yoon says.

and wandering around Virginia. I walked all

ing Japanese orces before them. When it

North Korea's invasion of the south

over South Korea." The history professor

became apparent that Korea would soon trade

resulted in a three-year war that killed 830,000

finally found relative safety at the home of a

its Japanese master for a Soviet one, the

soldiers and made refugees of Yoon and mil-

relative in the countryside. It is not surprising

United Stat s acted quickly to make sure it

lions of his countrymen. For three years, he

that one ofYoon's personal heroes is Gen.

went on the run, evading first the communists

Douglas MacArthur, the man whose combat

and then the front line, which moved with the

strategy turned the military tables on North

Soviet-held territorx in the north and Ameri-

fortunes of battle. And there was always the

Korea, drove it from the south and set the

can-held territory in the south.

fear of American bombardment. "If three of

stage for the July 27, 1953, cease-fire.

'
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earned three academic degrees and become

element of reality that he acknowledges may

an American citizen has done nothing to

"enhance the level of credibility on the part

soften his opinion toward the dictatorship

of my students." It is one thing to read about

north of the 38th parallel. If anything, his

something in a book, he notes, and quite

vision is even sharper now, clarified by personal experience and deepened by a lifelong

another to have someone who has lived
through an event tell you about it.
"Imparting what little knowledge I have

study of history and politics.
"History is my first educational love;' says

with young people is a great joy;' Yoon says. "I

Yoon, who teaches courses in world civiliza-

often feel that I play the role of a cultural

'THE GENERATION T HAT SAW WHAT THE
COMMMUNIST S AR E CAPABLE OF IS

bYINQ'0 1;,.~
l',,;

•

a, without the diplo-

tions, Asian history, literature and philosophy,
and modern Japan and China. "Revolutions

matic 'spinning.'

and wars have always interested me, as have

bridge between East and West can be built on

the people who make history -

firmer foundations."

both the

main players and the unsung heroes, as well."

.his way, hopefully, the

Yoon's research into Asian history takes

And yet, Yoon says, he entertains no illusions as to the nature of the world's only sur-

him back not just decades, but centuries. The

viving Stalinist regime. He says North Korea

history professor, who travels often to Seoul

operates both internally and internationally

and Kyoto to investigate Japan's 1590 invasion

through the paranoid mind of Kim Jong I I, a

of Korea and the ensuing war with Korea and
China, says Korea's plight has not changed

man who has systematically starved his people, impoverished his country and turned it

much over time. Then, as now, Korea has

into a hermit state.

been squeezed among superpowers. "Korea

"Since the collapse of the Soviet Union,

has always been the little brother in a neigh-

the Pyongyang regime has desperately

borhood of big brothers," he says. "Korea's

searched for ways to ensure its continued

Yoon left Korea soon after. He came to

monarchs had to learn the delicate art of
diplomacy to get along. Like Japan, Russia and

survival as a socialist dictatorship;' says Yoon.
" Toward that end, North Korea secretly

the United States in 1955, assisted by an older

the Soviet Union, too, have had designs on

developed nuclear weapons and long-range,

brother who had emigrated earlier, and earned

Korea for centuries. Traditionally, China has

multistage ballistic missiles, and has resorted

his bachelor's degree in history and political

been protective so long as Korea does not

to high-risk diplomatic brinkmanship by

science from the University of Oregon. He did

challenge it."
Few university professors have the

demanding that the U.S. sign a pledge to not
launch a military attack."

his master's and doctoral work at American
University in Washington, D.C., and taught

advantage of being able to underscore their

at American before coming to JMU in 1970.

scholarly insights and hang history lessons on

didn't play along -

Almost 50 years after leaving his country,

a framework of personal experience. While

reward bad behavior - agitated Pyongyang

Yoon still views North Korea through a lens

Yoon modestly asserts that his experience is

even further, driving it to yet greater acts of

shaped by its invasion and epic destruction of

brinkmanship. He notes that refusals by the

South Korea. That he has put half the globe

"limited" - in addition to Korean, Japanese
and English, he also speaks Chinese - he

Bush administration to deal unilaterally with

between himself and his former homeland,

nevertheless brings to his classes at JMU an

North Korea sent the communist dictatorship

Yoon says the fact that the United States
refusing, essentially, to
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into foot-stomping rages, prompting it to fire
missiles into the Sea of Japan, reactivate the
nuclear reactor in Yongbyon and threaten
global war on a basis so regular it borders
on the Pavlovian.
The option of striking North Korea militarily with the goal of toppling its regime and
24
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"YANKEE
CO HOME..

America spent 45,000 lives to protect from

BUT TAKE ME
WITH YOU!'

language preparations are overflowing with

'

ridding it of nuclear weapons would work,

Korea is quickly proving itself to be a militar-

Yoon notes, but paying a too-heavy price

ily unstable neighbor.

communist aggression.
"But the irony of the situation is that the
classes in Seoul which offer intensive English
these same young people," Yoon says. "In
short, what they are saying is, 'Yankee go
home! But take me with you!"'
Yoon, who became a U.S. citizen in 1973,
says he wants to write a hypothetical scholarly

would lle the result. He says if the United

"With Beijing lying within easy reach of

States attacks North Korea and overturns the

North Korea's arsenal, the last thing the Chi-

work on just what the world would be like if

M
A
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regim_e, N rth Korea will in the process "turn

nese want is for this rogue regime to remain

the Yankees did go home. He says the world

the entire peninsula into a battlefield, killing

a nuclear power," Yoon says. " It is to their

would be a vastly different place, and that

s

millions of people."
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"[he Bush administration's stance that it

advantage to work with us to bring North

humanity would be sorely impoverished if

Korea into line, and the Chinese realize that."

Americans simply picked up all their marbles

will nbt deal with the blackmailer directly has

Ironically, the country that may be the

the pote tial of making the North Korean

most difficult to bring to the United States'

and retreated to their own shores.

nuclear situation a lot more complicated and

side in the current standoff is South Korea.

out of its isolatio nism and pursue its ideals

dangerous," Yoon says. "Th at's why the

Despite what Yoon calls "America's great sacri-

beyond its own borders, hundreds of millions

"Thanks to America's courage to break

United States' greatest hope of dealing with

fice in liberating South Korea from the yoke of

of oppressed people all over the world have

an intransigent North Korea is China - the

communist tyranny and oppression;' young

been liberated from the yoke of tyranny, fas-

country that made the Korean War possible

South Koreans consider such events as little

cism, militarism and communism;' he says.

in the first !]lace."

more than fodder for the history books. They

Yoon -

who saw the bullet- r iddled

Yoon notes that China's efforts to help

have, he noted, little affection for American

bodies of U.S. soldiers in the streets of Seoul

resolve the problem - China and the United

policy and do not see the threat their northern

and knows firsthand the sacrifices his adopted

States recently joined forces to negotiate with

neighbor poses.

North--i<:orea - are forthcoming for three rea-

Swept by a rising tide of nationalism,

country made on behalf of an oppressed peopie -

nevertheless approaches what he calls

sons. One, orth Korea is rapidly becoming

many young South Koreans, like other youth

the "American colossus" with typical sagacity.

an embarrassment to China, which is anxious

around the world, "detest American domi-

"Obviously, America continues to exude

to glay a leading political, economic and

nance and demonstrate in the streets shout-

a magnetic attraction," he

philosophical role on the world stage. Two, the

ing, 'Yankee go home!"'Yoon says this view,

says, "but it is imperative

United States has a bargaining chip the Chi-

combined with nonstop political barrages

for it to cultivate the wis-

nese may want to eventually see on the bar-

from North Korea about how Koreans are all

<lorn to know the finiteness

Taiwan. And three, North

"brothers," is changing the face of a country

of power and wealth." •

gaining table -

[!film]
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Audiology professor
Story by Margie Shetterly
Photos by Diane Elliott ('00)
and Tyler Mallory
Design by Ann Hess

Brenda Ryals' research
with canaries may bode well
for human hearing

•

•
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~ disti~ctively canary,
throaty in

ftJ xe; erupts from the

computer and fills the tiny office.
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Ironically, it is a song its avian vocalist

Ryals and Dooling have discovered some

cannot fully appreciate, nor always produce,

remarkable things about them, however. Hair

the Jong low sound of the Belgian Waterslager

cells in the birds' inner ear can regenerate,

canary. The hearing of this bright yellow bird

essentially reversing hearing loss. Birds need to

has been impaired by generations of inbreed-

hear to sing their specific song; they can't just

M

ing, explains world-renowned audiologist

rely on memory. Soon after hearing is restored,

s

Brenda Ryals, who, perched on the edge of her

birds can vocalize, recognize familiar sounds

M
A
D

seat, leans forward to scour a list of file names

and distinguish among sounds. Granted, the

E

I

on her computer. "Ah, here it is;' she says, and

birds need training to recognize these sounds

0
N

clicks. A photo spreads over the screen. The

again, "sort of like learning speech again,"

u

audiology professor taps the middle of the

Ryals says, but they do regain that ability.
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image, the part that looks like the rubble of
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In this last regard, Ryals explains, birds

a building. "There;' she says. "There are the

are much like humans. The speech of people

damaged cells."

who know how to speak, but then experience

These are the microscopic cells that have

hearing loss, begins to degrade over time

caused the canary's hearing problems and

because they don't have the auditory signals,

absorbed Ryals' attention for the last decade.

or sound guides, they need to let them know

Over their research trajectory, Ryals and Uni-

if the sounds they are making are actually the

versity of Maryland colleague Robert Dool-

sounds they want to make.

ing have actually brought some positive news

But while there are similarities between

to the melancholic history of this beautiful

birds and humans, Ryals focuses on a crucial

songbird. Once the birds of choice to detect

difference. Unlike mammals, birds can regen-

poisonous gases in coal mines - primarily

erate hair cells in their inner ears after the

because their song was easy to hear -

the

cells have been damaged or destroyed. These

canaries' melody accompanied the clanking

cells are crucial to hearing because as sound

of hammers and din of drills in those deep

vibrates, it wiggles the hair cells, which then

underground chambers. Their demise sig-

send m essages to the auditory nerve cells

naled the miners that they'd better evacuate

and fibers.

fast. The canary population dropped to a

In humans, these hair cells are often

few hundred in the early 1800s, and their

damaged by overexposure to loud noise and

hearing became damaged from inbreeding.

by certain drugs and diseases.

-

Despite its genetic heartng impairment the Belgian
Waterslager canary has an advantage: Hair cells
in the bird's inner ear can regenerate, essentially
reversing heartng loss (Figure 1l High magnification
of a normal hair cell in the Amertcan Singer Canary.
(Figure 2) High magnification of abnormal hair cells
in the inner ear of the Belgian Waterslager canary.
(Figure 3) An example of a regenerating hair cell
(center) after damage to a canary's inner ear.

Ryals' work, funded by the National Institutes of Health continues to draw international attention because of its possible human
implications. If Ryals and Dooling can pinpoint what triggers hair cell death, what triggers the hair cells to regenerate and how
regeneration is controlled so it doesn't escalate
to unrestrained cell multiplying that leads to
tumors, the hope is that scientists will eventually be able to stimulate hair-cell regeneration

JMU audiology professor Brenda Ryals focuses on the anatomy of the Inner ear and the anatomical
consequences of regenerating hair cells, while University of Maryland research colleague Robert Dooling
examines the behavioral aspects of the birds' hearing loss and restoration. Their work continues to draw
NIH funding because of its possible human implications.

in humans to restore or enhance hearing.
Taking a team approach to the research,

Based on Ryals' and Dooling's research

unleashing uncontrolled growth. It's a diffi-

Ryals, the director of the JMU Auditory

results, "we feel very positive that any con-

cult matter of fine-tuning and balancing all

Research Lab and a professor of audiology in

straints are not overwhelming -

the genetic triggers and controls, Ryals says.

the Department of Communication Sciences
and Disorders, focuses on the anatomy of the

haps not even there" for short-term hear-

or per-

inner ear and anatomical consequences of the

through another five years. This next phase of

regeneration of auditory hair cells, while

research by hev and others will lead to

study will examine brain plasticity -

real benefits for people.

brain constraints are involved in restoring

examines the behavioral aspects and implications of hearing loss and restoration in birds.

For example, perhaps instead of having
to regenerate hair cells in humans, "we could

hearing in birds. They know that perceptions
come back after a one-month hearing loss.

In most birds, hair-cell regeneration

find ways to prevent hair cells from dying in

"But what would happen if it lasted longer?"

keeps pace with cell death, ensuring that birds

the first place;' Ryals says. If research can iden-

Ryals wonders. The possible brain constraints

always have an adequate number. But Ryals'

tify why those hair cells in Waterslagers die,

involved in a relatively short-term hearing loss

studies of the Waterslager show that even

"if you knew the death molecule;' it might

may be far Jess formidable than those in long-

though these canaries can regen -rate the hair
cells, the regeneration never keeps up with

theoretically be possible to control it both
in the canary and other species. That could

term hearing loss.
For Dooling, the contin,uation of his

the death of these cells. So despite regeneration, the Waterslagers never have a full num-

lead to new ways to enhance the protective

research partnership with Ryals opens up

defense systems in the inner ear.

many intriguing possibilities. "Everybocly

ber of hair cells. Ryals has been investigating

That enhanced protection is es ecially

knows at a simple level that when you lose

why, and like any good scientific sleuth, she's

intriguing, Ryals says, since a nagging ques-

armed with an endless curiosity and driven to

tion about regeneration of hai!'cells - par-

your hair cells you lose your hearing. What we
can do that's different is we can look at very

answer questions such as "What causes'1his

ticularly in long-term hearing loss ~ is

complex auditory perceptions as well as vocal-

programmed cell death?" "Is there something

"will everything else come baek too?"

izatio s; Dooling says. "We've developed behavior techniques to show how birds perceive

ral consequences of hearing loss?" In other

·s the potential ability to regenerate hair cells

and produce complex sounds."

words, Ryals asks, "If we could solve the problem in the ear, are there constraints in the

in mammals by identifying the triggers that
cause hair-cell regeneration and target-

This two-pronged approach allows them
to investigate not only whether hearing can

brain we'd also have to deal with?"

ing specific cells to regenerate without

be restored and to what degree, but also to
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Maryland psychology professor Dooling

Hand in hand with enhanced protection

M
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Soon Ryals and Dooling will be applying
for additional grants to carry their research

ing loss, she says.
Down the road, Ryals hopes field

we can do to stop it?" and "What are the neu-
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to humans tQ
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Katie Roper, whose mentor is one of the top
audiology researchers in the world, is among
JMU's second class of Ph.D. candidates. The first
class graduated in May. Roper's dissertation
research tracks how the ears of two types of
canaries develop over time.
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"ask questions about the role of hearing loss
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treatment strategLes.
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t
on1the subject, including Ryals' article, "Hair-

'
zation's Healthy Athletes program.
Jlyals

cell regeneration revisited: it's not just for the

envisions an aotive role for JMU students on

birds!" published in the August 2000 issue of

that team. "It'll be terrific for students to get

Th e Hearing Journal. Additionally, Ryals is

a chanc~ to do these hearing screenings."

active in numerous scientific and research

This new role is a departure from tlie

s

or partial recovery of hearing on speech per-

organizations and served as president c;if tne

research she's known for, but Ryals believes

M

ception and production in birds, if you will;'

American uditory Society in 2000-01. In

j t is all part of a bigger picture she hopes to

s

Dooling says.
"What we're learning in birds could pos-

April, she received the annual Research

• convey to her students. "I think it's important

0
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Achievement Award from l>he American

u

sibly be applied to humans" to improve treat-

Academy of Audiology for her "innovative

tl;iat my students perceive me as not just an
ivory tower 'I-look-at-birds' -ears' researcher,

N
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ment strategies, particularly for people with

contributions to audiology through her rig-

but'as someone who is interested in hearing

E

partial hearing loss who have difficulty clearly

orous research and dedication to excellence
in science."

loss in peop}j:! and how to help Reople with
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pronouncing some consonants or hearing
above background noise, Dooling says.
The Ryals-Dooling research 15artnership

hearing loss:'

.

She was also recently named head of the

This combin..ation of expertise and recog-

Virginia "Healthy Hearing" team ?or the Spe-

nition pays handsome div,idends for both

is attracting plenty of attention in national

cial'Olympics. The team will provide •hearing

JMU and its students. Nicholas Bankson, head

and international research circles. The pair
have written and presented numerous papers

screenings for all Virginia Special Olympians

of the Department of Communication Sci-

competing in state games as part of the organi-

ence and Disorders until he retired in June,

•

•

•

notes that Ryals is an internationally recognized researcher who "provides students and

•

Audiology Ph. D. program on track

faculty colleagues alike a model of commit-

Katie Roper, one of six members in the

During the spring 2003 semester, Roper

29

ment, productivity and scholarly performance

second class of audiology doctoral candi-

measured the individual hair cells of each

of a top-flight research academician. Her
research publications have provided her

dates at JMU, became Brenda Ryals' research
protege two years ago. On track to defend

type of canary, tracking both their growth
and decline. So far, Roper's research has iden-

M
0

many opportunities to speak and be a part of

her dissertation this fall and receive her doc-

tified significant differences between the two

torate in May 2004, Roper is reeling over the
fact that one of the world's top audiology

and may help pinpoint not only when, but

high-level research boards. Such professional
activity has brought great visibility to CSD

types of canaries at different age intervals,

and JMU."

researchers mentors her and reviews her

also why, the Waterslagers experience signifi-

It h as also given her students an extra
edge in sc: ntific research experience, Bank-

research. "She spends a lot of time with me
making sure I understand the material. I

cant hearing loss.
Roper is spending this summer in a resi-

son says. "Her research enhances her teach-

really couldn't ask for anything more."

dency in a hospital environment in Virginia,

ing and provides the opportunity for stu-

Roper's research and dissertation topic,

the next step on her way to working in a hos-

dents to experience firsthand the excitement

"The Relationship Between Anatomical and

pital otolaryngology (head and neck surgery)

and stimulation that is part of studying with

Chronological Maturity in the Inner Ear of
Two Strains of Canary: The American

lenges and work, from basic diagnostics to

someone who not only disseminates knowledge, b ut adds to the knowledge base."+

department, with its endless variety of chal-

Singer and the Belgian Waterslager;' tracks

balance testing to cochlear implants and

how the ears of the two types of canaries

hearing aids.

develop over time to identify differences

As she participates in that residency pro-

between the two birds and their ears as they

gram, she is armed with far more than class-

grow and become older. In the first phase of
her research, Roper measured the surface

room and lab knowledge. She has the experience of being part of an ongoing research

areas of different places of the inner ear of

team whose work could lead to major

both types of canaries at established time

developments in how hearing loss in humans

intervals, 1-2 days, 6-8 days, 10-13 days and

is treated.
"Working with Dr. Ryals is really a privi-

adult, to see if there's a difference in the
growth patterns of the two types of canaries

lege," Roper says. "She is one of the top

and where and when those differences occur.

researchers in the field."
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on the latch of the heating vent above the vanity
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mirror. Family photos are secured between the
mirror's glass and frame. A single framed photo
of a boyfriend is adorned with dried flowers, a
ticket stub and a necklace. On a twin bed, books
are strewn over a mound of clothes.
On this hot August day, freshman Kate Taliaferro sits amid the
unpacked boxes in her room in Hillside Hall. She's taking in every detail
of a 1944 photograph of her grandmother's college-era room.
"She had a lot of the stuff that I packed," says Kate. "Not m uch has
changed, and yet everything;' adds the fourth-generation legacy from
Winchester. "The reason I wanted to come to JMU is because of the great

Story by Michelle Hite ('88)
Photos by Diane Elliott ('OO) and
Tyler Mallory and courtesy of
]MU Special Collections and
JMU's legacy families.
Design by Scott Trobaugh ('98)

prised that Katie wanted to go into nursing,

education that my great-grandma, grand-

though. I had never tried to persuade her, and

mother and mother got here."

I have three daughters; none of them nurses.

This scene has become increasingly
familiar as generation after generation of

I'm really proud of Katie. She's enjoyed the

JMU alumni have sent their sons and daugh-

challenges at Madison, and I think she got a

ters to receive their purple and gold inheri-

good preparation for the rest of her life."

tance. As the university looks toward its 100th

Katie is actually the sixth member of her

anniversary in 2008, Katie Summers ('03),

family to attend JMU. Her great-aunt, Jean

Jeremy Rankin ('04), Kate Taliaferro ('06)

Rainey Merritt (Doris' sister), graduated in

and Heather Eustace ('03) are proud that

1949 with a degree in business administra-

their families have helped create the first

tion. Katie's great-great aunt, Jean Vernon
Gose Tomcoe ('25), Jesylene's sister, "was

Madison century.

really outgoing and into lots of student organ-

JMU's four-year nursing program was a
huge draw for senior Katie Summers, who fol-

izations;' says Katie. The late Tomcoe taught

lowed her grandmother's footsteps into nurs-

homebound children in Henrico County. The

ing. Katie's mother followed her own grand-

former Breeze staffer was also president of her

mother's lead by becoming a teacher.

senior class and a member of the basketball

That teacher, Katie's great-grandmother,
Jesylene Gose Rainey ('24), earned her certificate from Harrisonburg Normal School, and
grandmother Doris Rainey Glidden ('47),
majored in nursing. Katie's mother, Virginia
Lee "Ginger" Brasington Summers ('76),
teaches first grade in Spotsylvania County,
and Katie graduated with a degree in nursing in May.
"My first trip to JMU was probably in a

Katie Summer's great-aunt Jean Rainey
Merritt (inset) also graduated from Madison
in 1949, as did her mother. Jean Vernon
Gose Tomcoe ('25). Katie's great-great aunt
Jean Tomcoe was quite a student leader
and comedienne. In her 1925 Schoo/ma'am
yearbook a classmate wrote, "If B.S. means
bunch of sweeties, then we'll all make it."
Tomcoe quipped in ink, "You can't prove it
byme."

team, tennis club and YWCA. In her 1925

Schoo/ma'am yearbook she wrote, "Don't
make excuses, make good." She was a "little
more assertive than Mom," laughs Doris.
In that same yearbook a classmate wrote,

"If B.S. means bunch of sweeties, then we'll
all make it." Ever the comedienne, Tomcoe
penned her reply, "You can't prove it by me."
Having a mom, dad, aunt and uncle all
attend JMU certainly helped junior Jeremy

stroller for one of Mom's reunions," says

Rankin's college choice, but he was also heav-

Katie, a nurse in the Adult Medical Surgical

ily recruited by the JMU wrestling team. The

Unit at Mary Washington Hospital in Freder-

young. Mother persuaded me to go to Madi-

Stonewall Jackson High School wrestling

icksburg. "I think it's great that Mom keeps in

son for at least one year - just to see what it

standout made history when he signed on

touch with her roomie and JMU friends. I

was like. She didn't have to persuade me to

with the Dukes -

always knew that I wanted to come to JMU

stay for the second year. I loved nursing, but

African-American legacy student with both

because of the friendly atmosphere, not so

Madison only had a two-year, pre-nursing

parents as alumni. Jim ('71) and Saranna

Jeremy is JMU's first

much because of any pressure from Mom or

program back then. I had an uncle at Duke

Tucker Rankin ('72) were among the first

Grandma [ who also worked as a nurse at

University and saw an ad for Duke University

African-American students to attend JMU,

Mary Washington Hospital]. Being at school

nurses in The Breeze. I transferred to Duke

and both went on to earn master's degrees
from Virginia Commonwealth University.

during a war also made me feel an even closer

and completed my B.S. in nursing in 1950."

connection to my Grandma, who was here

Doris worked for several agencies and

Jeremy, a two-time high school Group

during World War II. My friends and I talked

as a private-duty nurse before being nam ed

AAA Virginia state wrestling champion and

about how hard it must have been for her to

director of the Fredericksburg Area Scho Jl

Washington Post All-Metro pick, is a computer

concentrate on studying, when back then they

for Practical Nursing. She retired in 1980

information systems major. His aunt and

didn't get nearly the updates and immediate

after directing the program for 18 years.

information that we do today."

"I wasn't really surprised when Ginger or

uncle, Linda Rankin Lassiter ('73) and Ronald
Curtis Lassiter ('75), are also alumni.

"Because of WWII, I wanted to be a nurse

Katie chose JMU," says Doris. "Ginger spent

in the Cadet Nurse Corps;' says Doris. "But

summers at Camp Massanutten, and her

JMU;' says his father, a juvenile probation offi-

my Mom and Dad thought that I was too

dream was to go to Madison. I was a little sur-

cer and court service unit director for the 31st

" I was so happy when Jeremy chose
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Judicial District in Manassas. "Jeremy had a

versity with a small-school feel, yet it's big

footsteps to JMU -

high school friend that was also recruited by

enough to provide wonderful opportunities:'

family members to become a Duke.

JMU, and it gave me the opportunity to get

An early childhood education major,

"There was always a cousin, brother or

back to my alma mater. It was just a good fit.

Linda Taliaferro has met annually with her

other family member attending JMU at the

And I have such great memories of Harrison-

five Frederikson Hall suitemates since the

same time for my Mom, Dad, aunts, even

many, many weekends spent with

summer of 1975. "We have a big dinner

me;' says Heather, a legacy from Fredericks-

Saranna at the Bar B-Q Ranch, the drive-in

every June, and we all bring our families;' she

burg -

burg. "Having family on campus to go to din-

and Kline's Dairy Bar."

ner and bond with is really nice." Heather gets
together often with her cousin, Carrie Mills

A New Market native and Blue Ridge
Community College transfer, Jim was a day

('Ol), who completed her master's degree in

student and met Saranna as she worked as a

speech pathology in May.
The daughter of Vernon "Lee" Eustace Jr.

librarian in Carrier Library. "The coeds were
a big draw," he laughs. "I enjoyed the entire

('76) and Barbara Fagelson Eustace ('74 ),

experience at JMU - from great friends and

Heather says, "As long as I can remember, I

professors to the challenging winter walks

have always wanted to attend JMU. For me,

across the breezeway after swimming in the

there was no other choice. One of my first

Keezell Hall pool. JMU has so many more

memories of campus was coming to Home-

opportunities now; we're so happy that Jeremy

coming with Mom and Dad; I was about 5.

is there."

I remember walking up the big steps behind

"JMU was just a natural choice for
34

she's the latest of 10

D-Hall and thinking 'this is so cool.' I couldn't

Jeremy;' agrees Saranna, a program manager

wait to come here."

J

for community outpatient services for Prince

Now, when Heather's parents visit, she

M

William County. As a junior, she also made

enjoys watching their reactions to campus
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JMU history by helping charter the university's
chapter of the Delta Sigma Theta sorority.

s

Kate Taliaferro, a social work major, is

N

another four-generation legacy student. Her

u

parents, Richard and Linda Early Taliaferro,
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both graduated in 1975. Linda's mother, Jean
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Kline Early, graduated from Madison College
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in 1945; and Jean's mother-in-law, Beulah
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changes. "My parents remember the ISAT area

Saranna Tucker Rankin ('72) didn't walk
quietly into JMU history as one of the university's first African-American students. This
student leader helped charter JMU's chapter
of the national Delta Sigma Theta sorority.

of campus as a cow field," she laughs. "But
with all its growth, JMU still has the smallschool, friendly feel that my parents told me
about. Folks still hold doors for you; people
still smile and greet you. JMU feels like home.

says. "Each Christmas, just the suitemates get

I feel here like I do at home."
"We were very proud when Heather

Showalter Early, graduated from the Normal

together, too. I left JMU with a lot of good

chose JMU;' says mom Barbara. "When I was

School in 1916.
Kate and her grandmother are frequent

friendships and a high-quality education. I

looking at schools, I was considering educa-

"Zoo Crew" fans, who scream loudly at JMU

feel Kate will get the same on both fronts."

tion as a career, and JMU was considered the

After teaching in public schools through

best school in the state for education." Barbara

men's basketball games. A 40-year Harrison-

1986, Linda now volunteers as an English as

graduated with a degree in elementary educa-

burg resident, Jean has "purchased season

a second language teacher. "Growing up and

tion and teaches for Spotsylvania County

tickets since the early Lou Campanelli days."

seeing Mom interact with her lifelong friends

Schools. A member of Phi Delta Kappa, she

Kate's dad, Rick, a dentist and biology

made choosing JMU easy," says Kate, who

appeared in the 1989-1990 edition of Who's

major, says, "I was well prepared when I

emulates her mom's volunteer spirit with

entered MCV [Medical College of Virginia].

work in Circle K. "Having my grandparents

Who in American Education.
Barbara's brother, Gene Fagelson ('76),

JMU is a great school, and one of the things

so close by to go to games with and eat with

majored in food service management and is

that still impresses me is class sizes and inter-

the founder and owner of a computer soft-

action with professors. The school is four

is just amazing. For us, JMU will always be a
family bond."

times as big as when Linda and I attended,

The JMU bond for Heather Eustace's

but Kate says that her professors are available.

family is the topic of choice at every family

education "helped prepare me for the world

I think that's important. JMU is a great uni-

reunion. Heather followed a stampede of

-

ware consulting firm in Houston.
Heather's dad, Lee, says that his JMU
not only in the classroom, but through the

interaction with diverse people, inside and

ner and future wife, Barbara. Carol earned a

outside the classroom."

mathematics degree in 1973, and like Rebecca,

A biology major, Lee was a member of

her education minor propelled her to pursue

the Tau Sigma Chi fraternity, whose members

a master's of educational leadership from

still get together annually at the Weyers Cave

George Mason. Carol is an administrator for

farm of Thomas Pack ('73). "My first semester

the King George County public school sys-

here, I ran into one of my Dad's frat brothers

tem's Reach Alternative Program. Her hus-

at the Taco Bell;' says Heather. "I think a few

band, Marc Butler ('67), is a founding and

of the frat brothers' children are now at JMU."

active member of JMU's Greater Fredericks-

"When I'm on my way to class or walk-

burg Region Chapter of the Duke Club.

ing though a hallway, sometimes I wonder,

Lee's youngest sister, Deborah Eustace

'Did Mom or Dad sit here and study? Did

Britt, graduated in 1983 with a major in

they talk to their friends right in this spot?'

mathematics and a minor in education. She

Everyone in my family that attended JMU

taught for several years prior to becoming a

has done well with their careers. And, even

mathematics tutor and stay-at-home mom.

after 25 years, my Dad is still close to his fra ternity brothers. What better statement could
you make for JMU?"
Heather completed an internship with a
Vrrginia probation and parole office last spring
and is training as a probation officer. "Law
enforcement is my calling," she says. "I was
drawn to JMU because of the criminal justice
and sociology courses. The sociology depart-

Vernon "Lee" Eustace Jr. ('76), pictured here
with JMU's Tau Sigma Chi fraternity (1976),
still gets together annually with his frat
brothers at the Weyers Cave farm of Thomas
Pack ('73). "My first semester here, I ran
into one of my Dad's frat brothers at the
Taco Bell," says Heather. "I think a few of
the Tau frat brothers' children are now at
JMU. That's part of the JMU legacy, an
extended family."

Deborah's husband, Philip Britt ('82), majored
in chemistry and earned his Ph.D. from the
University of Texas. He works for the University of Tennessee.
For Heather, Kate, Jeremy, Katie and the
200-plus legacies that enter JMU annually,
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their purple and gold inheritance is more
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than a degree -

it's an extended family.

Katie's grandmother, Doris, describes it best.
"Throughout the years, the name of Madison

ment here is really good. I want to help those
who've made mistakes - those who are ready

-

Rebecca Eustace Mills

has changed and the campus has expanded,

to try and change." The history buff also says

('69). A political science major and economics

but JMU's sense of family remains. JMU

Lee's eldest sister -

that one of her favorite class assignments was a

minor, Rebecca earned dual master's degrees

means more than college memories. It's life-

"JMU: Then and Now" presentation she com-

in social studies education from the Univer-

long friendships, a sense of belonging, a con-

pleted for her gerontology class. "I have a lot of

sity of Virginia and educational leadership

nectedness to academics and family in a set-

family members to call on for information."

from George Mason University.

The Eustace's quest for the purple and

Carol Eustace Butler, also Lee's sister,

gold inheritance began with Heather's aunt,

introduced him to her mathematics lab part-

ting full of Southern charm and fri endly,
caring professors."
What an inheritance. +

What's your story?
The name may have changed - from Courting Rock to Kissing Rock - but the setting
has remained one of JMU alumni's favorite photo backdrops.
Prior to her May 2003 graduation, Kristen Moskway takes a photo break at Kissing
Rock with her mom and great-aunt, who are both alumnae. (Front) Bess Bryant Sheldon
('51) is a former Breeze editor and member of the Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority. (Center):
Nancy Sykes Moskway ('70) is former president of the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. A
Delta Gamma member, Kristen earned her degree in sociology.
Montpelier wants to hear from other multigenerational legacies in the JMU family.
As the university looks forward to its 100th birthday celebration in 2008, Montpelier
will look back at the first Madison century through the stories of alumni legacies. Tell
your stories by e-mailing montpelier@jmu.edu or writing to Montpelier, JMU, Medical
Arts West, Suite 26, MSC 5718, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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well-rounded background that includes significant exposure to the humanities."
Campsen says that the nonacademic
aspects of JMU were equally important in
his preparation for med school. "People at
JMU were very friendly and outgoing. It was
a safe place to grow up and learn how to be
an adult. It's just as important to learn how to
get along with other people, manage time
and do things without your parents' watching
as it is to learn about biology in preparation
for medical school."
After spending four years of medical
school together, the seven graduates are a
close group. "EVMS fostered a very similar
environment to the one that I found at JMU;'
Dobratz explains. "The students here are
bright people who have done well, but tend
to down-play competition and like to hang
out and have fun together."

- Sande Snead Fulk ('82)

Foreign Senlce foursome
creates a world of opportunity
38
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The magnificent M.D. seven
Paul Jeff Campsen graduated as a history
major in 1992, and his wife, Sarah, graduated in 1994 as a psychology major. Both
went on to pursue medical degrees at Eastern Virginia Medical School in Norfolk
- in good company.
The Campsens are two of seven JMU
graduates who earned Eastern Virginia medical degrees on March 17. The next step is
their residencies, and some of the Dukes
managed to stay together for this next life
step, as well.
The Campsens chose the University of
Colorado at Denver as one of their top residency choices - he in general surgery and
she in family medicine. Chad Bernhardt ('97)
also matched at the University of Colorado
and is pursuing a residency in emergency
room medicine.
The remaining four EVMS graduates
will practice their specialties along the East
Coast - Eric Dobratz ('97) is specializing
in ear, nose and throat at the University of
Virginia, and Ahmad Ellini ('98) will study
pediatrics at the University of Pittsburgh.
Mark Kavanaugh ('98) will complete his residency in orthopedic surgery at the University
Medical Center in Hoboken, N.J., and Jeff
Gourley ('98) will specialize in radiology at

George Washington University in Washington, D.C.
The magnificent seven are among only
100 graduates in the 2003 M.D. class at Eastern Virginia Medical School. "There are other
JMU grads at EVMS;' Campsen says. "But
we are a fairly large contingent who all graduated together. It's a pretty tight group."
Many of the EVMS grads didn't know
each other at JMU, including Campsen and
his wife. "We met during our first week of
medical school," he says.
Bernhardt and Kavanaugh also became
better acquainted apres JMU. They knew each
other through the Greek social scene in
Harrisonburg, but became roommates at
EVMS. Bernhardt and Dobratz were Pi
Kappa Alpha pledge brothers and roommates
after graduating from JMU. Bernhardt and
Ellini knew each other through biology
classes taken at JMU.
As was true for many JMU grads who
went on to EVMS, medicine was not necessarily an undergraduate focus. Bernhardt
majored in biology and minored in business.
"JMU prepared me for medical school
with a well-balanced education that combined
science and liberal arts," he says. "I think it
is essential for today's physicians to have a

U.S. Foreign Service officers (1-r) Mary Beth
Goodman ('95), Stefanie Bates Eye ('90), Wendy
A. Kahler ('96) and Erin C. Reed ('02).

The U.S. Department of State's 2003 class
of foreign service officers includes four Dukes.
Sworn in on Feb. 28, the foreign service foursome will bring the Madison spirit to American embassies around the globe. Mary Beth
Goodman ('95), an international affairs major,
represents the United States in Bamako, Mali.
Stefanie Bates Eye ('90), an English major, is
stationed in Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic. International economic affairs
major Wendy A. Kahler ('96) works in Conakry, Guinea. Erin C. Reed ('02), an international affairs major, is stationed in the Republic of Djibouti in eastern Africa.
"Being the face of America to the world
is quite an honor;· says Eye. "It's also an honor
to know I'm in a group of alumni representing our country throughout the world."

MADISON'S WWII

ictory Garden
Some events carry such power that they forever define the lives of those involved. World
War II was that event for U.S. Army 1st Lt.
Emily Lewis Lee (' 43) and her generation.
When the Japanese unexpectedly attacked
the U.S. Naval Base at Pearl Harbor, President Franklin D. Roosevelt responded with
a call to Congress for a declaration of war.
At Madison College, patriotic fervor reigned.
President Samuel Duke announced leave for
all faculty and staff members who left for the
military - eight heeded the call. Madison
students bought defense stamps, knit wool
squares for overseas and collected tinfoil and
tin cans for the war effort. Many quit school
to marry sweethearts bound for Europe.
Others joined the service themselves.
Six decades later, Lee is still vitally involved
in the life of JMU and equally proud of it and

Veteran volunteer
takes helm of alumni association

Jim Katzman ('89), a six-year
veteran member of the JMU
Alumni Association Board of
Directors, was elected president in June. A technical
director for broadband access
for America Online, Katzman says that he
looks forward to a new era of responsibility
for the board.
"I think the board is turning the corner
to becoming more than just an advisory
board for the university," Katzman says.
"While I still see that as our primary role,
we a re now taking on projects that are
exclusively ours."
Prio r to joining the alumni association
board, Katzman served as president of the
Metro Washington alumni chapter from 1992
to 1996. He has been with AOL for three

1

the wartime contributions of her classmates.
She donated $50,000 to establish the World
War II Garden Patio at the Leeolou Alumni
Center and returned to campus for its dedication during Reunion Weekend. The patio,
featuring a bronze plaque, benches and flowers, is in honor and remembrance of JMU
alumni and friends who served their country
in World War II. Inside the alumni center, a
framed plaque lists 110 WWII veterans.
On April 25 and 26, Lee joined 300 alumni
for more Reunion Weekend events including
an Alumni College session with anthropology
professor Clarence Geier, who spoke on James
Madison's family and archaeology digs at
Montpelier. Alumni from the classes of 1928,
1938, 1948, 1953, 1958 and 1963 attended
class receptions and dinners, toured campus
and shared memories in the annual Madison
Confessional program. Bluestone Society
members, alumni who graduated more than
50 years ago, joined class reunion participants
in a dinner and inducted its newest members
in a candlelight ceremony. James Madison
Center director Phil Bigler ('74, '76M) gave
a keynote presentation, and JMU President
Linwood H. Rose also celebrated with the
50th reunion class.
years and supervises a team that works with
AOL's broadband vendors on service assurance issues. A finance major and English
minor, Katzman was an original member of
JMU's Student Ambassadors organization.
As a senior, he was appointed student chairman of the telefund campaign (now the
Madison Connection) .
"As alumni association president, I'd like
to see the board's awards and recognition
activities continue to grow," says Katzman.
''I'd also like to see the board's activities
reach more JMU constituencies - alumni,
current students, recent graduates and prospective students. JMU has served as a foundation to me in my personal and professional life. People that know me and see my
office think that I bleed purple. I challenge
my fellow alums to look at their own lives
and the impact that JMU had on them and
to make an effort to reconnect. It's a privilege
to serve as the board president. For all JMU
means to me, it is the least I can do."

Madison's
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From the '40s to the '60s, hanging out for burgers in the 'Burg meant a trip to Doc's Tea Room.
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In the 1930s, Madison College students
crossed two-laned Main Street to get to the
Bluebird Tea Room, operated by one Mrs.
Gussie Travis. From 1948 to 1967, that red
brick house, reborn as Doc's Tea Room,
was still the place to hang out.
First came Doc's Grill, a six-seater
opened circa 1946 by Harold "Doc" and Viola
Loewner on East Market Street. Norman
Dean recalls, "The college kids would come
around Fridays and line up around the bank
building." Two years later, the Loewners
moved to the ex-Bluebird.
Their "Doc's Tea Room" was dry, of
course, like all of Harrisonburg. Yet Dean,
who worked there and became owner in
1963, recalls, "Every night we had crowds
till 10:30 or so when we closed." Fortuitously, in that strict era, "It was considered
'on campus."' The jukebox played six tunes
for a quarter. By the '60s, a hamburger cost
30 cents. The ceiling sported about a hundred college pennants, many donated by
customers. "They'd say 'you don't have our
pennant,' and then in a couple of weeks
we'd get one in the mail."

The site at 1007 South Main Street that
replaced both Doc's and the adjoining Esso
has hosted a progression of bars and eateries, including JM's and the current Buffalo
Wild Wings.
In bygone years, says Leona Armentrout, downtown merchants recognized
students because "they dressed in suits
and hose." Armentrout, now 87, once
worked at The Famous Restaurant, which
was in business for more than 50 years. (Its
site on North Main would later house
Joker's and currently a Mexican restaurant.) Nearby, the old Kavanaugh Hotel's
restaurant was "where the bluebloods of
Harrisonburg would go on Sunday after
church" - and students on Parents' Days
and graduations.
Celebrating its 60th anniversary this
year is Kline's Dairy Bar, where lines of
parched Madisonians still wend around the
building and across the parking lot for a
cone or cup of its famous old-style ice cream.
On Main Street east of the courthouse,
students frequented Julias' (named for
owner Gus Julias), beside the Virginia The-

Photos courtesy of Norman Dean, William Hunter and the Bluestone

Story by Chris Edwards
Design by Lynn Allgood ('03)
ater, and Friddle's. "You'd go to a movie,
then to Julias' for a Coke;' Dean recalls.
The Top Hats, like Doc's Tea Room, had
a name not quite in sync with their style.
Band members chose "Top Hats" to ease
parents' jitters about links of rock to delinquency. Then they got too well-known to
change it, explains electric bass-player
Charles Mathias. For a decade starting in
1958, they played Top 40 rock, rhythmand-blues, Righteous Brothers, Kingsmen
and Rolling Stones so unds. Mathias (who
later owned Charles Mathias Menswear)
and electric guitarist Bill Hunter (later of
Ace Electronics) attended Madison in the
early '60s. Singers were the late Larry May
and Eddie Clatterbuck. Hunter's current
band, Blue Suede, resurrects the sound.
The Top Hats were the lead act in a faux
log roadhouse at Crafton's Park near Staunton. Madison students often drove U.S. 11
to Staunton, which preceded Harrisonburg
for brew on-premises. Another jumping
Staunton joint was the Rocket Room, a former fallout shelter.
In the 'Burg, the Top Hats played Doc's
on Tuesdays. "That's where we met all our
girlfriends," Mathias says. To allow serving
space, they only played 15 minutes per
hour. Gigs also included Rivenrock Park
graduation fests and backing visiting celebs
J. Frank Wilson and Tex Ritter. If a fight
broke out at a dance, the band kept playing. That was rare, Mathias adds: "It was a
completely different era." Men wore sports
coats and ties. Almost everyone came
with dates.
A decade later, says Bob Driver ('81),
"Harrisonburg was a big blues town. The
top of the heap was the Elbow Room."
Through the late '70s, acts including Stevie
Ray Vaughan and John Prine played the
Elbow before going big time. Driver played
guitar in a vintage jazz/blues group, Belzona, and in Biscuit Busters with his roommate and classmate, "irreverent Reverend"
Billy Wirtz ('78), who returns for boogie
piano and satire gigs.
By those years - when 18-year-olds
could buy beer - the Harrisonburg bar
scene was bigger than it is now. Hot spots of

The Elbow Room

41

The Top Hats, back row, [l-rl: Larry May, Bill Hunter. Front: Sonny Taylor, Charles Mathias, Peter Mullen.
The Virginia Theater
the '70s and '80s included Martin's Garage
(a former garage) which Touch of the Earth
recently vacated; Gatsby's, The Other Place
and Mystic Den on the present jail site; and
the Scotland Yard disco and Generation Gap
on South Main. Melrose Caverns near North
11 was a party mainstay.
Spanky's, opened by Roland "Spanky"
Macher and family on Water Street circa
1974, became a perennial. It has continually
served sandwiches with names like Betty
Boop, the Wheezer and the Bouncy, accompanied by pitchers. Graffiti on the wooden
booths and tables is encouraged. JMU graduates return years later to unearth their markin gs, notes alumnus and assistant manager
Matt Derham.
Several alumni have stayed in town to
start or operate gathering spots.
Dave and Julie Liss Miller ('88) recently
expanded and relocated Dave's Taverna,
where townsfolk and Madison clientele rub
elbows to partake of Greek fare and Lond o n club atmosphere.
C alhoun's - an '80s bar and jazz club
opened on Court Square by alumnus Craig
M oore ('86) - closed when Moore opened
th e upscale Joshua Wilton House, but a new
Calhoun's Restaurant once again thrives on
Court Square.

In the '70s, Luigi's Pizza opened where
Kinko's stands today on South Main Street.
Luigi's has been on South High Street since
the early '80s, says Auburn Mann ('89), who
owns it with alumnus Chris Fulcher and
Daily Planet musician Bob White. Regular
crowds enjoy the pizza, sandwiches, beer, a
ceiling Elvis, guitar wall hangings and hiphigh booths.
The Little Grill has stood on North Main
for about 70 years, but it was in the '80s that
students started discovering its poetry
readings, social outreach, velvet Bob Dylan
and veggie dishes such as "Go Ask Alice."
It's been alumni-owned since 1985 - first
by Driver, now by a cooperative that includes recent owners Melanie ('90) and Ron
Copeland ('91).
Since the 1930s, Madison students have
sought out Harrisonburg haunts to satisfy
their hunger for off-campus socializing.
These hot spots have induced them with
burgers, pizza and pitchers as well as more
refined house specialties and kept them
coming back with pop fare ranging from
jukebox rock to live Top 40 to poetry. What
gathering spots will make future JMU
alumni nostalgic for the 'Burg? The answer
awaits new student generations' tastes for
food, tunes and good times.
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The Generation Gap

The Famous Restaurant
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• STAY IN TOUCH•
To submit a class note for publication in Montpelier, please refer to the class note submission
form and instructions on Page 47.

19 75
Samuel McCoy ('?SM), a 25-year cor-

porate retail real estate veteran, joined
Texas-based Woodmont Co. as an investment banker. He most recently served
as vice president of Northwest Atlantic Real Estate
Group in Sterling, the exclusive agent for Costco
Wholesale Corp. McCoy remains in Virginia,
concentrating on the Mid-Atlantic region for
Woodmont, which specializes in development,
investment, management and brokerage of retail,
office, industrial and land.

19 78

Jeff Alcott serves on the Council of Petroleum

Accountants Societies Board of Directors and owns
a consulting business specializing in oil and gas
joint-venture reviews and litigation support.
Richard Shapiro is vice president and general
counsel of Sempra Energy Global Enterprises
located in San Diego, Calif. Rick and Amy live in
Rancho Sante Fe, with their two sons, Benjamin, 9,
and Jonathan, 6.

19 82
Lorenzo Bundy Jr. is hitting coach for the Arizona

Diamondbacks' AA affiliate, the El Paso Diablos.
John Reid is creative director for the Washington Redskins. He and Nancy reside in Broad Run
with children, Brooke, 15, and Ian, 5.

1984

Peter Napolitano is director of dining services for

Middlebury College and president-elect of the
National Association of College and University
Food Services for 2002-03. He and Ruth Muir
('77) live in Middlebury, Vt., with their children,
Larry, 21, Dominick, 19, Katelyn, 14, and Sarah, 13.

1977
Faith Herndon Ballew was named 2002 Teacher
of the Year at Stuarts Draft Elementary School in
Augusta County and 2002-03 Shenandoah Valley Reading Council Teacher of the Year.
Larry E. Nolt is vice president at the investment

advisory and management subsidiary of FirstService Bank.
Jim Sheldrake is training manager for labor at Walt
Disney World. He returned to the Shenandoah
Valley to be a guest conductor for the Augusta
County High School Honors Band.
Margaret "Maggie" Burlingame Wright earned

national board certification for teaching early and
middle school music. She also earned a master's
in music from East Carolina University and teaches
K-5 music at Graham A. Barden Elementary School
in Havelock, N.C.

1979
Cynthia Handy Coulson earned the Arch Coal

Teacher Achievement Award.
Sandy Powell, a physical education teacher at Bev-

erley Manor Elementary School in Staunton,
was named 2002 Augusta County Teacher of the
Year. The 24-year veteran educator is also a successful ultramarathon runner and completed a
personal best last October - 125 miles in 24
hours at the USA National 24-hour Championship.
In 2000, she won a silver at the National Ultrarunning Championship. Powell is one of 80 athletes
sponsored by Saucony, a running shoe and apparel
company. Saucony's sports marketing coordinator,
Sharon Tillotson, says, "We also choose our athletes
based on what they do in the community. Sandy
leads running clinics and gives talks on fitness.
She's a physical education teacher; her kids look
up to her."

Carole Cope Witt ('SSM) is director of Christ-

ian education at Opequon Presbyterian Church
in Winchester.

1988
Richard "Lee" Koblenz is a broadcast and media

consultant, voice actor and voice coach in the
greater Washington, D.C., area.
Mary Beth McIntire is executive director of the

Library of Virginia Foundation.
Lisa Hensell Rutherford ('86M) earned the 2002

Human Resource Professional of the Year award
from her local chapter of the Society for Human
Resources Management. She is director of human
resources for Shenandoah Valley WestminsterCanterbury. She and Larry live in White Post with
sons, Logan, 6, and Landon, 2.

1987
Eric McDonald is a foreign service commercial

officer with the U.S. State Department posted at
the American Institute in Taipei, Taiwan. His duty
is to promote U.S. exports to Taiwan.
Douglas Moran was named IT director

in partnership and small business for
CapitalOne Financial Corp. in Richmond. Moran manages information
technology, data analysis and project management
resources for CapitalOne's Canada and small
business units.
Debbie Zinged Prout and David live in Lutherville,
Md., with daughters, Parker Lynsey, 5, and Sara
Elizabeth, 3.

1988
Deborah Kite Bennett opened an accounting firm,
Bennett, Atkinson & Associates, P.C., in Manassas.
Glen Brizendine ('92M) is a Pfizer Inc. institutional

health care representative to Duke University and
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

19 89
Beth Christian Cooke teaches fourth grade at Bren

Mar Park Elementary School in Alexandria. She
and Donald have two children and are a host family for Volunteer Emergency Families for Children.

EDUCATOR CONTINUES
MARK OF EXCELLENCE
JMU has trained thousands
of outstanding teachers
and administrators since
its founding as the Harrisonburg Normal and Industrial School for Women
in 1908. Continuing proof of the teachertraining tradition is Karen Whetzel ('71,
'74M), principal of Stonewall Jackson High
School in Quicksburg. Whetzel is the 2002
Virginia Educational Media Association
Administrator of the Year. And this year,
she became the first woman elected to
chair the Virginia High School League.
At the annual VEMA conference in
Richmond, the association recognizes an
administrator who has made an outstanding and sustained contribution in advancing the role of the library media program
as an agency for improvement of education.
"Whetzel has worked diligently to improve
the Stonewall Jackson High School media
center, including landing funding for extra
materials to help students - especially
materials that support the Virginia Standards of Learning," according to the VEMA.
She has also "tried to provide funds to
purchase professional materials to help
teachers with block scheduling, brainbased research and other relevant topics."
Clarisse Bushman ('98M), library
media specialist at Stonewall Jackson,
nominated Whetzel for the award. "It's an
honor to be nominated by a colleague,"
says Whetzel. "And it's exciting to be recognized by my peers."
Whetzel also received the VEMA State
School Library Media Specialist of the
Year Award in 1992 and the VEMA Rutherford Award in 1985. She earned a B.S. in
elementary education and a master's degree
in library science and also completed work
at )MU for her administrative endorsement in 1996. She served as librarian at
New Market Elementary School from
1971 to 1975, elementary library media specialist at Ashby-Lee Elementary School
from 1975 to 1996 and assistant principal at Strasburg High School from 1996
to 1998.
"I acquired a love for lifelong learning at )MU," says Whetzel, "and I take as
many classes as time permits." The tradition continues.
-Allison Mall ('04)

History grads and history buffs
Check out the premiere issue of the Madison
Historical Review at www.jmu.edu/history/mhr.
The Review is a forum for graduate students
throughout the nation to present their ideas and
to receive encouragement and critiques from
peers and scholars in various fields of inquiry.
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PURPLE PERSEVERANCE
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The Virginia Hospitality & Travel Association elected longtime
restaurateur David
Grimm ('74) as chairman of the board for
2003. VHTA, a 1,000-member trade association, represents Virginia's lodging, restaurant, camping, attraction, travel promotion
and supplier businesses.
A VHTA member since 1983, Grimm
earned the association's recognition as 1995
Franchisee of the Year and again in 1998
when he received the Virginia Hospitality
Leader of the Year award.
"As chair I get to visit many member
properties and meet many of the state's
business and government leaders," says
Grimm, who suggested the VHTA 2003
theme, Creating a New Era in Virginia
Hospitality. "The theme lays the groundwork for many exciting possibilities to
encourage and strengthen new industry
growth," he says.
The political science major and geography minor is also executive vice president of Dink Inc., a JO-unit franchise of
Long John Silver's, with restaurants in Virginia Beach, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Newport News, Hampton, Williamsburg and
Suffolk. In 1975, Gri mm started out as a
manager trainee for the Long John Silver's
franchise Silver Enterprises and worked
his way up to district manager in two years.
A self-motivator, Grimm currently
serves on the board of directors of the
Tidewater Welsey Foundation in Norfolk
and the United Methodist Family Services in Richmond. He's a past president
of the American Heart Association in
Chesapeake and a member of Past Governors for Ruritan National.
As a junior and senior at )MU, Grimm
was a judicial adviser and worked a 20hour-a-week job. "And, I still graduated
in four years," he says. "Perseverance is
everything. It's the reason for my business successes, and it's especially important today with all the challenges we have
facing our country and the world:' Grimm's
perseverance has a purple and gold streak
to it, as well. He serves on the alumni association board and the advisory boards of
JMU's Hospitality and Tourism Management Program and the Duke Club.
So where does a travel association
president like to visit? "Historic places,"
says Grinun. "I relish my visit to Masada in
Israel, and I have walked all the battlefields
of Stonewall Jackson's Valley Campaign."

- Celena Mack ('03)

Afshin Farashahi opened the law firm, Afshin Farashahi P.C., in Virginia Beach.

1990
Susan Birdseye Rodenberg and Phillip live in
Leesburg with their son, Peter Caleb, 2.

1991
Stacy Rollins Wood is a manager in business risk
services with Ernst & Young. She and Christian
live in Smyrna, Ga.

19 92
Alana Burdo is director of new product introduction for Transport Technologies, a division of GE
Rail Services. She moved to Arlington Heights, Ill.

19 93
Mark Boucher is an account manager for the international automotive m arketing team at Norfolk
Southern Corporation in Norfolk.
Shelagh Cooney Roberts and Kyle live in Alexandria with their daughter, Ellen Cooney, born
11 /2/0 I.
Niki Jackson Jennings earned an M.B.A. from
Strayer University and is an employee training
development specialist for U.S. Marine Corps headquarters in Quantico.

1995
Stacie Moukas teaches art at Leaphart Elementary in Irmo, S.C.

199G
Kerry Callahan is secretary of the Cleft Palate
Foundation Board of Directors. She is a speechlanguage pathologist at Duke University Medical Center.
Michael Mogensen performed at the premiere
of his original composition Sierra Dawn in January
at North Hagerstown High School. Mogensen returned to his high school alma mater to play French
horn with the Washington County All-County
Band as they performed the original work, which
was commissioned by the Washington County
Board of Education. Mogensen has worked in the
music industry in Los Angeles and at Disney Music
Publishers in Orlando and has released a CD of
contemporary Christian music.

Erich Stem was one of eight composers chosen
from 143 applicants to participate in the second
annual Reading Sessions and Composer Institute
sponsored by the Minnesota Orchestra and the
American Music Center. The institu te provides
winning composers with a week of reading sessions,
seminars on the art of composing and a weeklong
immersion into the world of a major American
orchestra. Topics include copyright law, promotion,
self publishing, music preparation, public speaking
and community residencies. Stem worked closely
on his original composition, Escape, with members
of the orchestra. His piece will also be performed
by the Richmond Symphony on May 22-24, 2004,
as part of its Masterworks Series.

1997
Leah Sansbury earned an M.S. in public health
from UNC-Chapel Hill. She lives in Chapel Hill.

1998
Alex Cheney is a dancer at Baily's Hotel and Casino
in Jubilee!, the longest running show in Las Vegas.
Brian Madora, a Marine captain, is an AH-1 W
Super Cobra attack helicopter pilot based in
New River, N .C. He was reassigned to Marine
Light Attack Helicopter Squadron 269 for forward deployed operations in southwest Asia to
support Operation Enduring Freedom.
Timothy Schwartz earned his M.Div. degree from
Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary and is pastor
at Pughtown Baptist Church in Spring City, Pa.

1999
Elise Toomey Merenda earned a master's in psychology with a speciality in marital and family
therapy from LaSalle University.
Janelle Way earned a master's in physical therapy
at the MGH In stitute of Health Professions in
Boston. She is a physical therapist at Hartford
Hospital in Hartford, Conn.

20 00
Jill Bradley and Kevin Alves Jr. live in Auburn, N.Y.
Katherine Barrow Neddenriep earned certification
as a professional in human resources fro m the
Society for Human Resources Management. She
is a benefits and compensation coordinator for
Barrick Goldstrike Mines Inc. in Elko, Nev.

Who loves va. babv?
Meet the JMU alumni who help write, photograph and design for Montpelier
- your classmates working for your magazine.
Patrick Butters {'83) writes Montpelier features and is the arts and

Montpelier news and features and

entertainment editor for Scripps
Howard News Service in Washington, D.C. The part-time, stand-up
comedian is a new father of twins. He's also a
freelance writer and artist, and his first book, A
Nation's Mall, will be published by Vandamere
Press in 2003.

works at JMU as business and technology coordinator for The Breeze.
She also instructs the practicum and
newspaper production classes in the School of
Media Arts and Design. The Virginia Press Association award winner is a former assistant managing editor at the Northern Virginia Daily.

Donna Ragsdale Dunn ('94) writes

2002
John Healy passed the National Real Estate Licensing Boards exam and works for a property management group in Maryland.

Michelle Philipp Bower {'87) and Mark, a daughter, Caroline Grace, 1/21/03.

Deborah Brosius Cisarik ('87) and Patrick, a son,
Ryker Broden, 4/5/02.

Kerstin Barz Kaiser {'87) and Jerry, a son, Mason
Scott, 11/28/02.

WlDOINGS

J. Timothy McDonald ('87) and Elizabeth, a son,

197 0s

Leslie Pike {'87) and James, a son, James Richard,

Patricia "Lu"Draper {'78) to Bill Haywood, 9/14/02.

19 80s

Kerrick Thomas Deschenes, 11/12/02.
2/4/02.

Susan Fisher Vartenigian ('87) and Tyler, a son,
Lucas Fisher, 1/28/03.

Melissa Mayers ('85) to Ray Lewis, 917102.
Sheri Pence ('85) to Victor E. Laubach, 9/29/02.

Greg Barranco {'88) and Allison, a son, Luke Porter,

19 90s

Judith G. Wood-Blake {'88) and Frank, a daughter,

Elizabeth Freitag ('92) to Kevin Davis, 9/7 /02.
Niki Jackson ('93) to Dutch Jennings, 9/22/01.
Bill Onesti ('94) to Kelly Steere, 7/20/02.
Kimberly Keffer {'95) to David Snead, 10/19/02.
Stacie D. Moukas {'95) to Eric Wessinger, 8/11/00.
Shawn £.Miller {'96) to Wendy Pearce, 12/21/02.
Meredith Ramsburg ('96) to David Allen Wall<er,

Andrea Tesh Douglas ('89) and Richard {'91), a

8/24/02.

Melissa Fernando Asuncion ('97) to Jonathan Seth
Coker {'95), 10/12/02.
Sean Davis ('97) to Sarah Gebhard, 7/6/02.
Heather Griffiths {'97) to Matthew Ellison {'99),
7/27/02.

3/7/02.
Heather Wood, 11/11/02.
daughter, Allison Rose, 12/27/02.
Laurie Cranford Grabill ('89) and Mike, a son,
Zachary Sean, 1/13/03.
Dina Tedeschi Gross ('89) and Stephen, a son,
William Brennan, 7/30/02.
Joan Honold Paciga ('89) and John, a daughter,
Jill Megan, 5/9/02.

1990 s
Katherine Belt Brand {'90) and Peter, a son, Dylan
Michael, 9/ l 7/02.
Molly O'Hear Butler ('90) and Jeff {'91), a son,

Christy "C.J?' Johnson {'97) to Chris Compton,

Isaac Khanh, 5/12/02, adopted 9/16/02.

2/ 15/03.

Christine Alexandra Dalton Dean {'90) and

Charlie Rizzo {'97) to Amy Overley, 10/26/02.
Cheryl "Cherry" Snyder ('97) to Mike Trent, 3/2/02.
Marybeth Coleman ('98) to Joseph Morosco {'96),

Adam, a daughter, Nicole Anne, 2/19/03.
Laura Martinez Lashinsky {'90) and Patrick, a
son, Andrew Patrick, 1/18/03.
Jim Lofquist ('90) and Jennifer, a son, Jack
Spencer, 10/3/02.
Sam Shirey ('90) and Laura, a daughter, Sarah,
1/03.
Laura Starkey Amadeo ('91) and Aubrey, a son,
David Aubrey, 11/27/02.
Michelle Gardner Brann ('91) and James, a son,
Jacob Christian, 12/24/02.
Kimberly MacArthur Garnett {'91) and Edward,
a son, Travis Edward, 1/19/03.
Holly Gore Jenkins {'91) and Eric {'92), a son, Evan
Dillon, 1/14/03.
Cosette Stevens Leonard ('91) and Clay {'88), a
daughter, MacKenzie Jayne, 11/16/02.
Bianca Penalver Zinzi {'91) and Thomas, a son,
Thomas Francis Jr., 9/21/02.
Mary Bellemore Carpenter {'92) and Jeff, a son,
Christopher William, 1/8/03.
Anna Booze Colton ('92) and Mark ('91), a
daughter, Tara Michele, 1/13/03.
Jennifer Kelsey Gadams ('92) and Frank "Buddy"
('93), a son, Grayson Thomas, 10/22/02.
John Hinshaw {'92) and Julia, a daughter, Elizabeth
Grace, 2/22/03.
Stephen Klacik ('92) and Megan, a daughter, Paige
Farley, 12/22/02.
Toby Alton Palmer ('92) and Bridget, twin daughters, Bethany Hope and Willow Grace, 1/25/03.
Russell Pawlas ('92) and Laura, a son, Nathan
Robert, 5/26/02.
Michelle Bruce Sindelar ('92) and Steve, a daughter, Courtney Margaret, I /24/03.
Lisa Farrow Vaughan ('92) and Jay ('93), a daughter, Kiley Elizabeth, 2/12/03.
Christine Palatucci Wilson ('92) and Douglas, a
son, Luke Ryan, 4/13/02.
Lisa Cosentino Zimmerman ('92) and Christopher, a daughter, Catherine Taylor, 3/16/02.

10/4/02.

Laura Fleming {'98) to Brian Fortman, 9/28/02.
George "Chip" Penny V ('98) to Lisa Rudder,
11/23/02.

Pamela Smith ('98) to Michael Adams, 9/28/02.
Katherine Costello ('99) to Chris Wells, 5/31/02.
Stephanie Maison ('99) to Alan Grace, 2/22/03.
Elise Toomey ('99) to Christopher Merenda,
10/ 19/02.

200 0s
Danielle Griffin ('OO) to Michael Andrews ('98,
'OOM), 9/21/02.
Melanie Anne Jennings ('OO) to Brian Costa, 6/8/02.
Kimberly Jeanne Noble ('OO) to James Philip
Gould, I 0/5/02.
Ryan James Stamm ('OO) to Elizabeth Ruth Elliott
('Ol), 6/29/02.

Josh Linebaugh ('01) to Carrie Henderson ('02),
11 / 2/02.

fUTUHE DUKES
198 0s
John G. Gerndt ('82) and Karen, a daughter, Regan
Deann, 1/30/03.

Annie McHale-Hatcher ('82) and Bill, a daughter,
Kelsy McHale, 2/24/02.
Steven Ward Byrum ('83) and Susan, a daughter,
Heather Joy, 11/7/02.

Darryl Loren Derr {'85) and Gloria, a daughter,
Mercedes Rose, 1/30/02, adopted 11/20/02.
Ethel Meyer Carter {'86) and Kevin, twin daughters, Anna Grace and Gabrielle Elise, 2/6/02.
Kathryn Allen Orend ('86) and Michael, a daughter, Caroline Grace, 8/20/02.
George Charles Wolf III ('86) and Susan, a daughter, Ella Grace, 12/28/02.

TOP TECHNO TEACHER
Technology proficiency
is necessary for growing minds to compete
in the rapidly changing
information age.
As Deep Run High
School's chair for the
Specialty Center of
Information Technologies, Doran McBride
('84) makes understanding information
technology exciting and engaging for
her students.
The Specialty Center for Information
Technology offers students in-depth preparation for higher education and careers in
the field of Information Technology. In
addition to teaching three classes at the
center, McBride is responsible for marketing, reviewing student appLications, writing
the curriculum and building partnerships
with corporations and universities.
A computer information systems graduate, McBride worked in Washington, D.C.,
for six years as a programmer for software
development and corporate software training. She also worked for an Internet development company before accepting her
position at Deep Run High School in
Henrico County.
The rewards of a career in education
have been numerous for McBride "because
many of these kids have been around technology all their lives, and they have enthusiasm to learn the challenging concepts of
information technology;' she says. "Watching them learn and connecting with them
is more fulfilling than I ever expected."
The Henrico County school system is
a front-runner in technology education.
In 2002, Henrico implemented a program
that gave every high school student an
Apple iBook computer. In 2003, middle
school students also received one, making
Henrico the first-ever school district to
put a laptop in the hands of every middle
and high school student. McBride says, "I
am grateful to work for a district that takes
technology so seriously and understands
the importance of our students being
technologically proficient."
The Richmond-Times Dispatch honored
McBride as an educator for technology in
its "People in the Schools" section. She was
"surprised and honored" by the nomination and attributes it to the excitement
and publicity surrounding the IT center.
The success of alumni like McBride in
the field of technology led to the formation
of JMU's Technology Alumni Group, which
helped install wireless Internet service in
seven campus buildings. The number of
JMU graduates in information technology
related programs has increased by 450 percent in the last five years, including many
IT educators like McBride, who is also a
high school gymnastics coach.
-Ashley Walkley ('03)
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NB ENDORSEMENT
JUST PROVES IT
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Of the 23,930
National Board
certified teachers in the United
States, 425 are
Virginia teachers.
One of the newest is Shay Makela ('97), who teaches sixthgrade history and seventh/eighth-grade
theater arts at Chickahominy Middle
School in Hanover County. In 2002,
Makela completed a tedious three-year
process to earn National Board Certification for teaching middle school with
specific certification as an early adolescent generalist.
The certification complements state
licensure and allows Makela to teach anywhere in the United States, get a pay increase in some states and, most importantly to her, "validate that students are
learning in my classroom, not just having
fun, because the certification proves that
I'm an effective teacher."
Makela learned that she enjoyed teaching middle schoolers during her studentteaching experiences and practica at JMU.
"You never know 'who' they're going to
be that day," she says. "They want independence and guidance at the same time.
It's a crucial time in education. I have the
opportunity to shape a life and make an
impact. That's why I went for national certification; I want to be my very best for the
kids in my classroom."
Chuck Watson, former director of the
JMU School of Education, says, "Shay was
an energetic, thoughtful and creative student who wasn't afraid to speak her mind
and give well-informed opinions. When I
heard she was going for her boards, I
immediately thought that she would make
it - and many don't."
To begin the national certification
process, Makela had to teach for three years
and get county approval. She met the
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards' stringent criteria for identifying exemplary teachers by submitting
four portfolios and completing assessment
testing. Her portfolios highlighted professional growth and her effectiveness in
teaching student writing, connecting math
and science and thinking about social
growth. She also submitted two videos of
her classroom teaching and a SO-page
paper in response to the criteria. Thirtysix percent of her score was an assessment test of her knowledge in the generalist certification area.
"National certification is a rigorous
process, and the certificate is only valid
for 10 years," says Watson. "But this sort
of honor lasts forever:'
-Allison Mall ('04)

Bob Billak ('93) and Laura, a daughter, Rachel

Valerie Reinhardt Quick ('96) and Kevin ('94),

Jordan, 9/2/02.

twins, Kenneth William and Mary Vanessa,
12/23/02.
Amy Gordon Wargo ('96) and Jay ('95) , a daughter,
Bailey Madison, 2/13/03.
Shannon Allder Kitchen ('97) and Bryan, a son ,
Benjamin Elliot, 1/22/03.
AmyHillowRichards ('97) and Chris {'95), a son,
Grey Amen, 1/30/03.
Stephanie Karoly Wallin ('97) and Karl, a son,
Jacob Karl, 1/28/03.
Bridget Ann Wunder Arnold ('98) and Chris, a
daughter, Rebecca Regine, 2/12/03.
Julie Spellerberg Scarlata ('98) and Jamieson, a
daughter, Jennifer Ann, 11/8/02.

Mark Boucher ('93) and Beth, a daughter, Saman-

tha Grace, 10/25/02.
Melissa Stevens Crowley {'93) and John, a son,

William Barrett, I /9/03.
Christine Barile Kearney {'93) and Declan, a

daughter, Zoe Alexandra, 1/7/03.
Gretchen Zimmerman Townsend {'93) and David,

a daughter, Sydney O'Brien, 9/10/02.
Alisa Lupo Varela {'93) and Alvaro {'94), a son,

Justin Daniel, 12/11/02.
Karen Ruhl Badman ('94) and Fred, a son, Samuel

Timothy, 1/17/03.
Kate Ouellette Finamore ('94) and John, a son,

Caleb Michael, 1/8/03.
Mary Stuart Boling Kempton {'94, '95M, '97M)

and Bryan ('93, '95M), a son, Tyler Landon, 1/15/03.
Lisa Adams Lenhard {'94) and Justin, a daughter,
Lauren Elisabeth, 8/25/02.
Lisa McGarvey Porter ('94) and William ('96), a
son, Andrew Frederick, 12/10/02.
Craig Allen Schuster {'94) and Stephanie, a son,
Eric Everett, 1/27/03.
Julie Monrad Tombari {'94) and Chris, a daughter,
Emily Grace, 2/20/03.
Jackie Young Walker {'94) and Jay, a son, Brian
David, 11/10/02.
Kristyn Snyder Woldow {'94) and Scott, a son,
Shane Snyder, 11/ 11/02.
Steve MacKinnon ('95, '98M) and Angela, a daughter, Lillian Katherine Marilyn, 12/27/02.
Tanya Llewellyn Torrijos ('95) and Roberto, a
daughter, Isabelle McClane, 12/15/02.
Stacie Moukas Wessinger ('95) and Eric, a daughter, Gabrielle Nicole, 9/11/01.
Dave Wilson ('95) and Margaret, a son, James
Robert, 2/4/03.
Jenna Finnegan Bechen ('96) and Timothy, a son,
Patrick Tadhg, 2/26/03.
Heather Betts Felty ('96) and Danny, a son, Samuel
Walker, 6/14/02.

IN MfMDRIAM
Negebie Martha Ellis ('32) of Roanoke, 2/5/03.
Martha Franklin Beery {'33) of Falls Church,
11/25/02.
Catherine Jolly Bond ('37) of Suffolk, 1/03.
Virginia Joseph Kagey ('37) of Dayton, 11/98.
Georgia McGhee Catrini {'38) of Lynchburg,
11/27/02.
ElsieChristianKenny('42) of Covington, 7/26/01.
Rebecca Glendye McClintic Tankersley ('43) of
Millboro, 1/26/03.
Laura Virginia Foltz Mauney ('47) of Norfolk,
2/8/03.
Cara Mapp Chandler ('48) of Onancock, 8/02.
Katherine Gregory Richards ('48) of Cumberland, Md.
Peggy Beale Fewell ('58) of Falls Church, 12/26/02.
Beth Hammersley Ferrell ('63) of Richmond.
Eleanor E. Wright ('63) of Vienna, 2/8/03.
Carol Burdette Guiles ('72) of Alexandria, 7/ 1/02.
Lester Robert Bittel ('74) of Bridgewater, 3/2/03 .
Leslie Carol Stone Chrisemer {'81) of Vinton,
2/26/02.
Bertha Kenyon Gaskill ('81) of Leesburg, 2/28/03.
Laura Staub Showalter ('99) of Marietta, Pa., 5/02.
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Sept. 8 at Virginia Tech
Oct. 4 at VIianova
Oct.18 atWlfflam & Mary
Enjor food and fun with JMU friends.
You'll have a great time cheering on rour
Dukes and catching up with Madison!

2003 JMU Football Schedule
Aug. 30.. .
. ............... Liberty
Sept. 6 . . ......... ... . . at Virginia Tech
Sept. 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. Hofstra
Sept. 27
. . . .. at Massachusetts
Oct.4 . ........ . .. .... . ... . atVillanova
Oct. 11 ... .. . . Richmond (Homecoming)
Oct. 18 ... .... ..... .. at William & Mary
Oct. 25 ....... .. ............. at Maine
Nov. 1 . . Rhode Island (Parents Weekend)
Nov. 8 . .............. at New Hampshire
Nov. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . Charleston Southern
Nov. 22. . . . . . . . . . . ....... Northeastern

Aspecial offer for the
Classes of 2000 - 2003:
Join the Graduate Duke Club

for as little as $25 and enjoy a
free 2003 Homecoming pre-game
tailgate with friends.

Membership includes future priority
game seating and parking. For more
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To order 2003 football tailgate packages and/or football
tickets, contact the JMU Ticket Office at 540-S6S-DUKE.
For more information visit www.jmusports.com.

information call (540) 568-6461 or visit
www.jmusports.com/DukeClub.
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Let your classmates know what's going on in your life!

I Full Name (include maiden)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class

Did you get married? , The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is no
' more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings and
births have occurred and after degrees have been completed.
Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to include both
spouses' names (including maiden), class years, wedding
date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you
remember to include both parents' names, class years, child's
name and birth date?

Year _ _ __

I
I

1 Address

I

:
I

I

City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~tate ___ZIP _ _ _ __

Please submit your class note to
JMU, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center
2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402
Hanisonburg, VA 22807.

CLASS NOTE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone: home L__J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ work L__J _ _ _ __ _ _ __

I
I
1 E-mail
I

I
I
I

Spouse

(include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JMU

Class Year _ _

·----------------------------------------------

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.

Find a new job?
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Harmond "laddr" ('50) and
Dollr Rutherford Showalter
of Keezletown, Va., and Vero Beach, Fla.

RAISING THE LEVEL OF PIAY
ever-growing persohal relationship. I was a meinber oHhe first men's ba~ketball 'teaQJ, and our son, David, was a catcher
on the baseball team. Over th\: years, we've been good friends with
former baseball coach BraiBabcock. His players' really loved hi,m. We
remain ~,e ry close to Dean Ehlers, 1N,1U's first athletics director, and
president Li111 Rose and currept AD Jeff Bourne. Our $250,000 gift to
, the athletic performance center is a way to raise the level of play
1 and academic performance for all future JM

athletes.

JfARD WORK AND ATEAM EFFORT
I got up, every morp,'ing at 4:30 a.m., milked 45 cows and came to the
(

Keezell Hallyool to change clothes and make my 8 a.m. dass.1iard
work is what gets you ahead. Do)ly ancl I met w hile both of u'1; were
working our way though school. I was a singer, and she was my
accompa11ist. It takes ~ team effort to build something st ong ~ a
marriage, a family, a tellm . Everyone 'who steps up and gives to th e
· athl~tic performance center is he)~ing JMU recruit the best student-

Buddy ('50) and Dolly Rut~erford Showalter ('54), owners of Walnut,
Springs Farms and Bud-Doi Terrace Enterprises LLC, a real-estate
management company.

athletes and coaches, thus making the Dukes more competitive.

BU,ILDING'ALINEUP
Our family has always backed JMU's athletiGs. We've suppqrted th e
Duke Club, purchased cha111pionship tea m rings and endowed two
athletics scholarships in the nan1es of the six alumni in oqr family:
OUF

son, David ('78); his wife, Kimberly Long Showalter ('8 1); our

daughter, Mindy Showalter Devie s ('77 ); and our grandson, Wes
Deviers ('04) . Several other famili es have thrown th eir support
b~hinfl this new faciljty, and iliat's how you build a lineup for success.
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